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MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. The
departure of dMarc Broadcasting founders
and brothers Chad and Ryan Steelberg
from Google could signal problems with
the Internet company's Audio Ads venture,
some radio industry analysts believe.
Google meanwhile says it remains committed to the closely watched project, now
in beta testing.
dMarc founders Chad and Ryan
Steelberg, who came to Google after selling their company to the Internet giant in
January 2006, left Google this February.
The brothers have chosen to not speak
publicly about their departure. Ryan
Steelberg had been director of Google's
radio operations while Chad was general
manager of audio.
Google's Audio Ads, aWeb-based purchasing process for radio ads, was born of
See GOOGLE, page 8
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Sat Radio Coexists
With iPod, MP3s
Portability, Connectivity in the Car
A re Said to Be Key for Satcasters
by Leslie Stimson
Here are some of the devices coming
this year — as well as some already on
the market — from the satellite radio
companies, based on demos and product
announcements from the winter Consumer Electronics Show.

XM, BUSHNELL UNVEIL
HANDHELD GPS
NAVIGATION DEVICE
Bushnell Outdoor Products, acompany
known for its binoculars and telescopes,
plans to release a portable handheld
See SATELLITE, page 5
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XM, Sirius Merger
Plan Engaged
XM Satellite Radio and Sirius
Satellite Radio believe that combining
saves them money, helps consumers and
gives them the power to sign more subscribers more quickly.
They argue that the world of audio
entertainment is larger than it was in 1997
when the FCC awarded their licenses, citing EID Radio, Internet radio, MP3s, iPods
and cell phones as their competitors in
audio entertainment.
The satcasters in February announced

NEWSWATCH•
an agreement to combine in what they
describe as atax-free, all- stock "merger of
equals." They valued the deal at about $ 13
billion, which includes net debt of about
$1.6 billion.
The announcement solidified what had
long been rumored. Analysts differ on
whether regulators will approve the deal.
The SEC, Justice Department and FCC
will scrutinize relevant portions of the proposal to see if consumers would be well
served by one satellite company. Company
shareholders must approve the deal, which
proponents hope will close by year-end.
XM and Sirius tout program diversity
and lower prices for new, cool radios as
benefits.

Mel Karmazin, CEO of Sirius and the
person who would hold that title at the
new company, said: "The American public
wants us to be allowed to broadcast the
Yankee games or the Giants game." Right
now, consumers would need to subscribe
to XM for baseball and to Sirius for football coverage.

FCC: Hurdle Is 'High'
The FCC would need to evaluate
"any" transaction filed to determine if it
is in the public interest, said Chairman
Kevin Martin in reaction to the satellite
announcement. Yet the hurdle, he said,

would be high. The agency originally
prohibited one company from holding
the only two available satcaster licenses.
Martin stated the companies would
need to demonstrate that consumers
"would clearly be better off with both
more choice and affordable prices."
NAB said it would be "shocked" if the
deal went through, "given the government's history of opposing monopolies
in all forms," according to the official
reaction from spokesman Dennis
Wharton.
"Now, with their stock prices at rockbottom and their business model in disarray because of profligate spending practices, they seek agovernment bail-out to
avoid competing in the marketplace."
"In coming weeks," Wharton continued, " policymakers will have to weigh
whether an industry that makes Howard
Stern its poster child should be rewarded
with a monopoly platform for offensive
programming. We're hopeful that this
anti-consumer proposal will be rejected."

Stock Exchange
Under the terms of the merger agreement, XM shareholders would receive a
fixed exchange ratio of 4.6 shares of Sirius
common stock for each share of XM they
own. XM and Sirius shareholders would
each own approximately 50 percent of the
combined company.
Along with Karmazin as heading a
combined company, Gary Parsons, currently chairman of XM, would hold that
title with the new entity.
The new board would consist of 12
directors, including Karmazin and
Parsons, four independent members desigSee NEVVSWATCH, page 8
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Encoding for Ratings in the PPM World

Good Enough For
The Beatles!

by David Forr
The author is director of U.S.
Encoding Operations for Arbitron Inc.
•

Broadcast engineers in the top 50 radio
markets will have new responsibilities
when Arbitron switches each market
from ratings based on paper-and-pencil
diaries to ratings collected electronically
by the Portable People Meter system.
Because we know all too well that the
last thing most station engineers want or
need is something else to worry about,
we've developed technology and put systems in place to make this new task as
seamless and transparent as possible.
With diaries, Arbitron bears the sole
responsibility for gaining the cooperation
of audiences to record their radio listening. The PPM represents afundamental
change in how ratings are generated and
requires amore collaborative approach.
Stations are being asked to encode
their broadcasts with itfaudible codes,
using encoders and monitors provided by
Arbitron. These encoders use a proven
psychoacoustic masking technology to
inaudibly embed a unique "serial number" into the station's audio.
We begin our collaborative efforts with
stations by establishing acomfort level

OtArintitz Limn rn

Get the Chandler TG1
Compressor/Limiter at BSW
•Made from the original Abbey Road circuit
board drawings for classic sound
•AU-discrete circuit with transforme,balanced
input and output
•Subtle compression to maximum squeezing
•Ultra-responsive Recovery and Attack
TG1
List $4,000.00
PSU1 Power supply List $ 180.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

800-426-5434

Zoom H4
Allan Fleishell, Arbitron encoding operations broadcast technician, conducts
a final listening test fpr audio quality and encoding performance.
checkout process, where we ensure the
encoder is working properly, and aburnin process, where we install the code.
We then run the encoder for at least 48
hours. Finally, we check it for encoding
and conduct alistening test to ensure top

That way, in the unusual event that
encoding problems surface on one, the
station engineer quickly can move the
suspect encoder out of the program audio
path by switching it to the bypass mode,
and get the backup encoder into service

Stereo Flash
Field Recorder

•24-bit/96 kHz or MP3
format 320 kbps
•2built-in condenser mics
(X/Y pattern)
•
xLR-1/4“ input jacks w/
phantom power
•USB audio interface too!
•128MB SD (Secure Digital)
flash card included
H-4 List $499.99

.4.17e74r4 .

LowestPrice

only $299!

AudioStudio
PC Recording
Software

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

Bswusa.com

with the GM, who tells the station engineer, "We want to encode." Arbitron's
Encoding Operations group then works
with station engineers to obtain the
specifics for each encoder we will be programming for the station.

800-426-8434

audio quality and encoding performance.
by switching it to "encode" mode.
Each encoder shipped to a station is
Once the equipment is installed, the
marked clearly and identified for its
station's engineer and Arbitron Encoding
respective audio stream. Detailed installaOperations test each encoder ( main
tion instructions are provided, and we have
and backup) to make sure the equipment
an Arbitron engineer ready to answer is functioning properly. This requires a
questions or go on-site for installation.
return- air audio sample from each
Encoding Operations group
A separate encoder is provided for encoder.
each feed: terrestrial analog. HD main
On the front lines of Arbitron's
The audio sample can be checked onEncoding Operations is agroup of broadand subchannels and Internet. Supported
site by an Arbitran engineer, recorded and
e-mailed, or even checked over the phone,
cast industry engineers. These Arbitron
formats include analog mono, analog
employees are SBE members'and are
stereo, and AES/EBU digital at sample
because the code is embedded within the
rates of 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz.
audio. In the latter case, it's asimple matfocused on working with station engineers to ensure a smooth installation of
There is no cost to stations to encode
ter of having the engineer call us and hold
Arbitron's encoding equipment.
and stations are not required to subscribe
the phone to amonitor speaker.
Once all components have been tested
A single engineer is the primary point of to the PPM ratings. Even non-subscribing
contact for all stations in agiven market for
stations can receive two encoders and a and we have confimied that the station's
both the initial installation as well as any
monitor free of charge.
broadcasts are encoded properly, we will
followup work or assistance. This way, a
begin reporting audience estimates for
Encoding backup systems
that station.
station engineer can count on contacting an
PPM also requires encoding the staEncoding is at the core of our Portable
engineer at Arbitron who is familiar with
tion's own backup systems. If the station
People Meter service. The PPM tracks
that station and its specific needs.
has two parallel, independent signal paths
panelists' exposure to broadcasts by
Station engineers are our source for the
through the facility going out to the same
detecting the codes embedded in the
details and diagrams on the signal routing
transmitter or to two different transmitaudio delivered by broadcasters. This
throughout their facility. We use this
ters, we want encoders in place with the
means that it is vitally important to be
information to decide mutually where the
sure that every minute of airtime for
backup system as well.
encoder should be installed to ensure it
Even with smaller stations that have
every distribution channel leaving the stawould function properly.
one signal path through the facility, we
tion includes these codes. Otherwise, the
Each encoder goes through aconfigustill stipulate primary and backup
PPM will be unable to credit exposure to
ration process to make sure all the parameters are consistent with the particular encoders and recommend that they be set the station.
See ENCODE, page 6
station's needs. This is followed by a up in series, with one in "bypass" mode.
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immediately
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Where Business Goes, We Must Follow
Iwas the only radio industry journalist
in the room when Harris Broadcast
Communications Division President Tim
Thorsteinson let slip to reporters in New
York that the company will soon rename
its broadcast division, which generates
some $625 million ayear in sales.
Harris Broadcast, he said, will be called
something else as it seeks to position itself
beyond its traditional niche.
Developments at Harris are amicrocosm of our industry right now. Iwonder
if radio managers will sense the lessons.
Following growth
Thorsteinson is viewed as aturnaround
specialist, and rarely does acompany
bring in one of those without soon cutting
jobs, what Thorsteinson described as taking headcount out. That happened in
February when the division eliminated
150 positions from transmitter operations
in Quincy, Ill., and Mason, Ohio, including 89 layoffs (story, pg. 8). Thorsteinson
blamed aprecipitous drop in TV transmitter sales for leaving the company with too
much manufacturing capacity.
He told me late last year that the company remains committed to traditional
radio and TV, and reiterated this when
announcing the cuts. Transmission is an
important component of the profitability
of his division, he said; further Harris has
done "very well" in HD Radio. It believes
it has over half of that market and thinks
HD Radio is going to boom abroad.
However, the division president does
plan astrategy of shifting investment from
"mature" — flat or declining — markets
to high-growth areas. In aletter to staff, he
said its radio and TV transmission businesses are being combined into amore
focused, agile organization. Harris also
will continue shopping for firms to acquire
(its purchases since 2000 include Louth,
Encoda, Invenio, Arkemedia, Leitch,
Videotek, Inscriber, Aastra and OS!). It
will focus more on traffic and billing;
infrastructure; compression and networking solutions; and digital workflows.
Harris wants more government work,
both U.S. and abroad, and has added a
Government Solutions Unit, based in

Mason, to operate within the Broadcast
Communications Division. So expect it to
pursue more efforts like arecent multimillion-dollar contract to upgrade and expand
the infrastructure of Romania's stateowned broadcast organization. Last, it will
aim to help its customers evolve to new
media markets.
Weakness in Harris TV sales,
Thorsteinson said, has mostly been made
up in other areas. "On balance, things are
fine." He said the company is "trying to
grow larger without losing the focus of
some of our competitors who are really
focused on the markets they're in."
He could have been talking about radio.
Job cuts are painful, affecting real people with real families. Some of the people
who were let go had roots in the Allied
days, Ihear. And while it's encouraging
that radio at Harris is healthy relative to
TV, one can't note this news without worrying about the direction of broadcast, not
just for Harris but within any organization
where you might be reading this article.
Defining ourselves
Harris, as well as suppliers that don't
have to report such details to the public,
appear to be evolving their businesses,
asking, "What is it exactly that we do? If
'what we do' is serving amature market,
how should we redefine it in order to
grow?" A lesson resides here for radio and
those of us who make our living from it.
As we watch media evolve, station
owners, engineers and journalists should
be asking ourselves: Are we adapting? Are
we taking acue from our consumers'
trends and business, shifting our personal
and professional goals, challenging ourselves to rethink the definitions of the
businesses we are in?
Or, like many in radio, do we fight defiantly to protect our traditional self-definitions? Do we limit ourselves rigidly to
certain hardware, spectrum, modes of programming, engineering and thinking?
Iwrote here near the beginning of the
first Web boom that radio could convert its
strong brands into powerful online channels or let those channels steal from us.
Today we see headlines in the New

York Times about how online video might
be the savior of the radio industry (asimplistic overstatement but indicative of valid
trends). We hear Peter Smyth, one of the
most influential people in radio through his
leadership at Greater Media and RAB, noting that Internet radio is growing strongly,
driven by local station streams that are
attracting listeners at quadruple the rate of
Internet-only stations.
We can bemoan the maturation and
decline of "radio as we know it." Or we
can appreciate the incredible market position it enjoys, the loyalty and big revenue
base — which are significant advantages
over startup media — and use our momentum to build new business models. But we
must ask the questions. Smart managers
like Smyth are talking about how radio
needs to take product risks, address missing demographics and address our problems. They're asking themselves, "What
are we, and what must we be?"
At the Harris event, Brian Cabeceiras,
vice president of strategic marketing &
technology, said the "core broadcast market is still avery strong business. New
media companies aren't going to drive old
ones away." Legacy media, he said, "will

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
be the leaders in the new world order." I
agree with Cabeceiras that we can be leaders, but it won't happen without planning
up and down the radio decision ladder.
Thorsteinson wants to grow his broadcast business — or whatever the division
will be called — 8to 10 percent per year. I
hope our $20 billion commercial radio
industry can be citing those kinds of
growth numbers soon. If leaders like
Smyth continue to push for better thinking, maybe we will.
There's abig, lucrative future ahead for
effective communicators of great content.
Radio and its suppliers can benefit if we
think of ourselves that way.

e

Digital at WKSU
Radio World Publisher John Casey dropped in
recently to Kent State University station
WKSU(FM), where he was hosted by Director of
Engineering Ron Bartlebaugh and Development
Associate John Grayson. WKSU is broadcasting its
classical and NPR programming in HD Radio.
"Most notable is their ' Folk Alley.com' Web
stream, which has been picked up by NPR as one of
six audio channels that NPR is providing to affiliate
stations for broadcast on their HD2 channel," John
e-mailed me. "A major studio expansion is in the
works that includes a live concert performance
venue. This will be used for alot of Folk Alley
recordings. Check out wwwfollcalley.com."
Bartlebaugh is shown here in his super-clean rackroom, where old
meets new: Fiber-optic links take 30+ channels of digital audio across
campus to an STL microwave dish, which feeds the transmitter site 13
miles away. One of the station's four repeater stations also broadcasts in HD Radio.
Inset: Bartlebaugh donned his treasured keepsake souvenir button from NAB
1991, when he "rode the bus" for the first DAB demo.

From the leader in broadcast
facility remote control...

...the ARC Plus has arrived

The industry's most powerful
broadcast facility remote control
system is now shipping. Here's how to
win one for your station.
Imagine an IP-based broadcast facility
remote control system with built-in Web
browser access, hardware designed for
the realities of broadcast, and software
that adds SNMP and network device
management to broadcast facilly control.
We want you to be among the first to
take advantage of the Burk ARC Plus. Visit
www.burk.com/ExperienceThePlus to
find out how to win one for your station.

/

/ARCPlus

BURK
TE CHNOLOGY

800-255-8090 Main Office;

800-736-9165 ( Broadcast Sales;

609-886-1733 ' International Sales
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device 'this summer that combines aglobal
positioning system, real-time XM weather
data and XM Radio. The Onix 400 will
deliver current and forecasted weather
data, including detailed weather warnings.
The handheld features a split screen
allowing users to monitor what XM content is playing while listening or viewing
weather data. The device is waterproof.
Other features include a sports scoreboard with user interface, sports statistics
and scores; a large color LCD screen;
imbedded 64MB Micro SD card for data
and map services; and rechargeable LiIon battery.
Pricing wasn't announced.

IN-CAR VIDEO, VOICE
COMMANDS DEMO'ED BY XM
Beyond new weather technology, the
XM " infotainment" vehicle on display
featured information and entertainment
that XM can deliver to the automobile,
including concepts such as in-car video.
The XM vehicle had in-car video systems developed by XM and On2
Technologies that can receive video and
audio from XM. The satcaster demonstrated how video content could be sent
to the vehicle by the satellites and ground
repeaters it uses now.
Other features inside the concept vehicle were voice recognition and parking
locator technology. XM showcased software for voice-enabled XM radios developed by VoiceBox Technologies, which
offers voice controls for the radio, as well
as commands for weather, traffic, stock
quotes and sports scores.
ParkingLink, aproject of XM, Quixote
Transportation Technologies and
Standard Parking Corp., locates parking

ools?

cables & connectors
racks
tools
problem solvers
test gear
& much more

wwvv.sys emsstore.com
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facilities on the vehicle's navigation
screen and tells the driver how many
parking spaces are available.
DELPHI SKYFI3
FEATURED FOR XM
XM unveiled the Delphi SkyFi3 satellite radio with the new Delphi Premium
Sound System, a portable speaker system. It offers amodular docking connector designed to work with various XM
radios including the SkyFi3, MyFi,
RoadyXT and Audiovox Xpress.

Sirius demonstrated its backseat video technology. Dodge said the
2008 Magnum would feature a Sirius radio with streaming video option.
The vehicle arrives at dealerships later this year.

XM SHOWS PERSONAL
WEATHER TRACKING SYSTEM
XM displayed aconcept vehicle that
included what the satcaster calls the first
personal weather tracking system for
GPS navigation.
The system tracks specific, real-time
weather conditions between auser's location and destination and provides the
near-term forecast for the route.
Rather than give general conditions for
aregion, it focuses on the weather on an
individual route. The information is continuously updated and delivered to the
navigation system via satellite, XM said.
It is expected to hit retail this summer.
XM developed the weather system
with weather company Baron Services.
XM and Baron, through its division
WxWorx (as in "Weather Works"), offer
weather services for airplanes, boats and
emergency responders.
The weather service builds on XM
NavTraffic, the traffic service introduced
in 2004 that informs drivers of traffic
conditions on aGPS navigation screen.
XM NavTraffic is available in vehicles
from Honda, GM, Toyota and Nissan, as
well as in retail aftermarket GPS navigation products.

I Radio World
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STILETTO DISPLAYED
FOR SIRIUS
Sirius showcased its Stiletto 100, the
company's first live portable radio, on the
market since late last year.
Stiletto includes WiFi, Yahoo music
purchasing software and the ability to save
music for playback. Users can store up to
100 hours of content, schedule recordings
six hours in advance and connect via WiFi
to Sirius' Internet radio services.

Users' MP3/WMA files can be stored
on the Stiletto 100 and managed with the
included software for Windows PCs. The
unit is compatible with Windows-based
Internet music providers' download and
subscription services, according to the
satcaster.
Stiletto 100 lists at around $350. A
vehicle kit will list for $69.99, ahome kit
for $69.99 and an executive system for
$149.99.
See SATELLITE, page 6

The XM Delphi SKYFi3 is touted as
the first satellite radio with removable
memory for MP3 music.

The SKYFi3 is called the first satellite
radio with removable memory for MP3
music.
The unit can play MP3, WMA and
WAV files. Up to 10 hours of time-shifted
XM programming may be stored. Users
can pause aprogram and continue playback up to 30 minutes later. Available
now, Delphi SkyFi3 retails from $ 180 to
$299, depending on options.
XM COMMANDER
DUE IN SPRING
Coming in late spring is the XM
CommanderMT from Audiovox. The
aftermarket in-dash receiver will work
with any AM/FM car stereo "regardless
of make, brand or year," XM said.
The receiver works with the portable
XM Mini-Tuner, a small removable cartridge containing the XM chipset that can
be removed to access XM Radio through
other compatible car and home products.
The Mini-Tuner had been called the
XM Passport.
TIVOLI FEATURES SIRIUS
In the Tivoli Audio collection for 2007
is "Model Satellite," an AM/FM/Sirius
Satellite Table Radio. The Model
Satellite is compatible with iPod and other players; it includes remote control
external FM antenna, indoor/outdoor
Sirius antenna and external AC power
cord. The front of the unit is metallic
taupe with acherry wood case. It retails
for just under $300.
The SatelliteCombo Hi Fi System
adds a second speaker and CD player
and retails for $559.97.

COMET, the world leader for high voltage vacuum capacitors, leads the
next wave of innovation with the Integrated Drive.
The ideal solution for today's transmitters, antenna tuning, phasing aid
coupling units; the Integrated Drive is a multi- functional product for the
accurate alignment of motors, couplers, and capacitors eliminating the
need to source and integrate components from multiple suppliers.
In addition to ensuring 100% accuracy, the Integrated Drive dramatically
reduces R&D, procurement and assembly lead-times, and replaces tedious and error- prone manual assembly with a standardized, easy-to- install
subsystem. Our single source solution is easily integrated into new and
existing app ications.
Visit us at NB - Booth #N8406 and take an Integrated Drive out for a spin!

The X-perts 'or security, inspection, electronics and communication
COMET North America, Inc., 76 Progress Drive, Stamford, CT 06902,
T + 1203 969 2161, F + 1203 969 2162, usa fa) comet.ch, www.comet.ch
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Encode
Continued from page 3

In order for stations to be able to monitor the status of their encoding, Arbitron
provides an encoding monitor. Since it is
impossible to hear the encoding, these
monitors are an important tool to allow
the station to ensure 100 percent encoding coverage.
The PPM monitor detects codes in the
broadcast signal and will sound an alarm
or send out an alert if the station's code is
missing. Most stations interface the monitor with their air-fault alarm system, but
the monitor can be used in a variety of
ways to suit the station's needs.
Interface options include dry contact
relay outputs as well as a serial port for
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computer interface. A detailed user's
manual is provided that outlines connection and use for all available options.
The key is to use this tool in such a
way as to alert station personnel immediately should the encoding be interrupted.
Historically, these interruptions typically
have not been afunction of encoding failure, but of innocent changes by the station as afunction of maintenance or troubleshooting.
For example, if a station patches
around a group of equipment that
includes the encoder in order to replace a
piece of equipment, there may be no
audible change in the station's air. If this
patch is not pulled once maintenance is
complete, there will be no encoding.
However, the encoding monitor will
alarm. If the alarm is installed so that it
alerts station personnel, the situation can

be remedied immediately and encoding
can continue uninterrupted.
Continuing communication also is key
to uninterrupted encoding. Stations need
to let us know if they make changes to
their broadcast facility so we can be sure
that any necessary changes in encoding
equipment are also included.
To date, stations have been very receptive to this process, contacting us when
they've built out new facilities or added
HD subchannels. We've even had stations
and integrators contact us during the initial
planning stages of anew broadcast facility
to be sure that encoding is included.
Behind this move to electronic measurement are more than 15 years of
research and development, and extensive
real- world, on-air experience in seven
countries.
Arbitron has had encoders operating in

the field since our first PPM field trial in
Manchester, England in 1998. Additional
field tests followed in Philadelphia in
2002 and in Houston beginning in 2004.
We have logged literally millions of
encoding hours since then and proven
over and over that we know what it takes
to deliver electronic ratings. As aresult,
we have received Media Rating Council
accreditation for the radio ratings data in
Houston, and we are launching the PPM
service in Philadelphia this spring.
A r,-, n..7:trn4- ,-,

is provided for each
feed: terrestrial
analog, HD main
and subchannels
and Internet.
Installation of the encoding equipment
is straightforward. Station engineers need
only route program audio through the
encoder, plug into power and switch the
unit to "Encode." That's the extent of the
installation and, as Thomas Ray HI, vice
president/corporate director of engineering for Buckley Broadcasting, attested in
arecent Radio World article, "installation
was literally afive-minute job."
For astation in amarket measured by
the PPM, it is vitally important that encoding equipment be installed and maintained
to ensure 100 percent coverage for 100
percent of the station's broadcast day. In
this environment, from aratings perspective, maintaining encoding is synonymous
with staying on the air.
RW welcomes other points of view.

•

Satellite
Continued from page 5
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"Tomorrow arrived today!"
"I've built many, many studios all across the Midwest over the years,
but our Knoxville Logitek installation was the cleanest, neatest and
most advanced layout you can imagine! Almost everything is located
in acentralized controlled-environment rack area. The control surface,
mics, phone stuff and CD player backups are about the only things left
in the studio outside of all the computer controls. The majority of the
audio chain takes place within about five feet inside of one equipment
rack for each station.
"My biggest problem today isn't how to set up for daily on-air
operations, it's how to sell off all the old equipment like distribution
amps that Idon't need anymore. The Logitek system makes audio

Logitek
Console Router Systems

'patching' just as easy as plugging in patch cables for everything. You
don't even have to change the type of cable if you change from analog
to digital—just re-plug ajumper into an appropriate engine input!
"I'd always dreamed of astudio that worked better for the jock,
looked more like what the public thinks aradio star 'cockpit' should
look like and yet was easy to take care of. The Logitek system made

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081
1.800.231.5870

713.664.4470

info@logitekaudio.com

www.logitekaudio.com

2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc

it possible to build it."
Mark Lucas, Chief Engineer
Journal Broadcast Group, Knoxville TN

VVORLDSPACE has debuted two channels: "Punchline," acomedy program,
and "Retro Radio," which features music
of the ' 70s and ' 80s. Punchline will be
available on the AfriStar and AsiaStar
satellites, Retro Radio on AsiaStar. Company executives said they are focused on
their recent launch in India, and targeting
consumers in and from that country.
ALPINE is offering in-dash head units
that allow users to remain connected to
their iPods, USB WMA/MP3 players,
Sirius plug- and- play tuners and XM's
Mini-Tuner. Four of Alpine's 2007 head
units are built on the Alpine Ai-Net Bus
platform.
CAR STEREOS: A wall of XM-ready
car stereos was displayed at winter CES,
including upcoming models from
Panasonic, Sony, Alpine, Pioneer and
Jensen that work with the XM MiniTuner, a tiny, removable cartridge that
contains the XM chipset. The newest
XM-ready home audio systems were on
display from Audiovox, JVC, LG,
Panasonic and Sherwood.
AUDIOVOX said its first headphone MP3
player/live-XM portable, the X2G100B,
plays MP3 and WMA files. It receives XM
programming and stores up to 50 hours of
XM for later playback. List is $249. e

nternet remotes...

there's been talk.

10 Radio Free Asia—Live
from the Himalayas

Live from 37,000 Feet—
No kidding—Live Broadcast
from a Lufthansa flight!

JAMN 94.5—Walk for
Hunger

"The results [with ACCESS] were especially
reliable considering that Dharamsala has one
of most " problematic" Internet infrastructures
that we have come across." — David Baden,
Chief Tecrnology Officer Radio Free Asia
For the complete story visit
hitp://rernotebroadcosts.Nogspot.c-on,

0 Ski Mountain Remote

... successfully aired his three hour talk show

"ACCESS was used on the air exclusively for

from a commercial airplane [using ACCESS] at

3AMN945 at this one. It was all over EVDO with

37,000 feet on a regularly scheduled flight be-

a tremendous amount of active cell phones ir

tween Frankfurt, Germany and New York, US.

the area. The ACCESS was connected to the
Verizon wireless Broadband...

Peter Greenberg—Host of the syndicated radio

For the complete story visit

program Travel Today

http://remotebroadcasts.blogspot.com

For the complete story visit
http://rernotebroodcasts.blogspot.com

This picture, realty demonstrates what ACCESS
is about. This product truly has the ability to cut
the wires.
For the cornplete story visit
http: //rernctebroadcasts. blogspot. CORI

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info Icomrex.coin
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717

Put Comrex On The Line.
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Google

If hitting performance incentives and
lack of progress were key to the
Steelbergs' unrest, leaving Google now
seems ill-timed, some analysts said.

Continued from page 1

dMarc's model of automatic ad insertion
software used to fill broadcasters' unsold
inventory.
Google says it has approximately 700
radio stations and 20 online advertisers
participating in the Audio Ads test,
including some Emmis Radio stations.
An Emmis spokesman said it has stations
in Los Angeles, St. Louis and Austin,
Texas, participating.
Rick Cummings, president of Emmis
Radio, has said Google only has access to
the group's remnant inventory, but the
Internet company was interested in discussing prime inventory.
Many broadcasters fear the auctionbased system will drive down ad rates
instead of helping their bottom lines.
Google says its entry into radio placement sales will benefit the industry by
creating incremental new business and
therefore revenue.
dMarc Broadcasting, which had purchased Scott Studios in 2004, combined
operations with an existing Google office
in Newport Beach, Calif., following its
purchase by Google. dMarc had nearly
100 employees when the sale was finalized, with most of them being retained
by Google.
Google, headquartered in Mountain
View, Calif., has more than 7,500
employees worldwide.
Guaranteed inventory elusive
Analysts say the fact that Google has
struggled to reach agreements with
broadcasters to secure guaranteed inventory, and not just leftover avails, could
have been afactor in the Steelbergs' resignation along with other considerations.
"I think things have progressed rather
slowly for Google. Ihad expected a
major radio deal to be done already.
Limited inventory makes testing more
difficult," said David Bank, analyst for
RBC Capital Markets. "But more importantly, Ibelieve Google might be trying
to tie the Audio Ads platform in with
video content licensing, possibly
YouTube content."
Google spent $ 1.65 billion for
YouTube in 2006. Disputes about the use
of copyrighted materials on YouTube
have created buzz throughout the entertainment industry.
Bank said the Steelbergs possibly felt
frustrated that the performance of their
"earn out" was being tied to the progress
of something that was completely outside
their business. An earn out is acontractual arrangement in which the purchase
price is stated in terms of aminimum, but
the seller will be entitled to more money
if the business reaches certain financial
goals in the future, according to online
reference sources. The financial goals
usually are stated as a percentage of
gross sales or earnings.
The Steelbergs, who enjoyed a big
payday when they sold dMarc, stand to
make alot more if Audio Ads is successful. In addition to paying $ 102 million in
cash for dMarc's assets, Google is obligated to make additional contingent cash
payments if certain targets are met
through 2009. The company has never
publicly disclosed those targets.
Potential contingent payments could
total $ 1.136 billion over that period,
according to Google.
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Departure inevitable?
The brothers "stood to gain asignificantly greater sum of money had they
stayed," said Marci Ryvicker, analyst
with Wachovia Capital Markets. " I
believe this signals that there are some
unexpected difficulties" with Audio Ads.
Ryvicker said various broadcast groups
told her they do not intend to provide
Google/dMarc with guaranteed inventory,
fearing loss of control over ad rates.
"For something this big to be successful there needs to be trust and communication among all parties, and Idon't
believe there is yet between Google and
the radio industry," Ryvicker said.
Google reportedly has been talking to
CBS Radio, Clear Channel and others
about purchasing asubstantial amount of
unsold inventory.
Other analysts, though, believe the
departure of the brothers from Google
was inevitable.
"It's certainly not unusual for
'Captains of Assets Acquired' to leave
the mother ship once the deal is done. In
fact, it's more the norm than not," said
Bishop Cheen, analyst with Wachovia
Capital Markets.
John Sanders, analyst with Bond &
Pecaro, said, "The departure of the
Steelberg brothers should not be surprising because it follows the common pattern of culture clashes that follow these
types of acquisitions and also highlights

News watch
Continued from page 2

nated by each company and one representative each from General Motors and
American Honda.
XM CEO Hugh Panero would continue
in his current role until the anticipated
close of the merger.
Further details of this story were discussed in the Feb. 20 edition of " The
Leslie Report." Click on the icon at
www.radioworld.com.

MPEG Surround
Standard Approval
BARCELONA, Spain Proponents said
MPEG Surround is now an international
standard, ready for deployment. Agere
Systems,
Coding
Technologies,
Fraunhofer and Philips said the Moving
Pictures Expert Group finalized the
process. The document is MPEG-D standard document IS 23003-1.
The move could speed exploration of
surround on HD Radio signals by stations;
MPEG Surround now can be tested by
Ibiquity as suitable for HD Radio use.
The advocates describe it as is an open
standard compression technique for multi-channel audio signals. Operating on
top of core audio codecs such as AAC,
HE-AAC and MPEG-1 Layer II, the system provides backward compatibility to
stereo and is scalable in terms of bit rate
used for describing the surround sound
image.
The parties claim that in combination
with HE-AAC, MPEG Surround can carry
afive- or seven-channel surround program

Harris Cuts Jobs; Shakes Up Division
MASON, Ohio Citing costs in its radio and TV transmission businesses, Harris is
eliminating about 150 positions from facilities in Quincy, Ill., and Mason, Ohio.
Harris also will close its operation in Rankweil, Austria, by mid-year.
Harris released 89 people from their jobs, aspokeswoman said, and 61 positions
were cut in other forms including requisitions to hire, retirees and resignations.
President Tim Thorsteinson said the division has too much manufacturing capacity. He described Harris business overall as strong but said TV transmitter sales have
been very soft, repeating the word "very" seven or eight times. "People have been
delaying their purchases. I've seen alot of things but I've never seen abusiness drop
off like this."
Thorsteinson told colleagues in apresident's letter that radio and TV transmission
will be combined into a "new focused, more agile organization." Dale Mowry, vice
president/general manager of TV transmission, is among those leaving. Deb
Huttenberg, VP/GM of radio transmission, will be responsible for radio sales, the
radio systems and console business and the radio resale broadcast center. She will
also act as interface point for international transmission sales.
Phil Argyris, vice president of human resources, will direct agroup charged with
returning the business to 10 percent operating income growth and developing aleaner supply chain model.
Thorsteinson said transmission remains an important component of the profitability of Harris Broadcast. At the same time he hinted that the division may soon
change its name to reflect expansion of its focus from traditional media.
The company also established aGovernment Solutions Unit within the broadcast
division; this is in addition to its existing govenunent communications business.

why many large acquisitions run into
trouble."
But Sanders said Audio Ads' results so
far appear to be falling short.
"The Google approach to radio advertising sales has been very automated and
essentially has resulted in the devaluation
of leftover inventory selling at very low
rates with alarge commission to Google
and low return to stations."

Google issued astatement in response
to queries about the change: "Google is
committed to the audio business. We will
continue to gather feedback during the
Audio Ads beta test and are happy with
the progress to date. We remain focused
on delivering value to the radio industry
as we continue to expand radio station
inventory and enhance the product so that
it's ready for all advertisers." e

at a total bit rate of 64 kbps or less.
Specifically for portable applications,
MPEG Surround offers abinaural mode,
providing spatial rendering and reproduction of multichannel audio on stereo headphones.

ARAB BROADCASTING will have a
session at the spring show. NAB and the
Middle East Broadcast Association will
collaborate. Organizers say the area's 22
countries and 320 million people are
served by more than 260 broadcast operations.

Birds •
S
ERed Lights
WASHINGTON The NAB, tower
groups and wildlife advocates have been
meeting to try to resolve the issue of
whether lights confuse migratory birds,
causing birds to fly into towers and die.
The groups now have asked the FAA to
look into whether steady red obstruction
sidelights can be eliminated after decades
of use. Writing to the FAA were the
American Bird Conservancy, The Wireless
Association, Defenders of Wildlife,
Environmental Defense, NAB, National
Audubon Society, National Association of
Tower Erectors and The Wireless
Infrastructure Association.

News Roundup
DAVID REHR reiterated his call for the
FCC to authorize arecall of satellite radio
FM-modulated devices that violate Part 15
power limits.
BILL: Reps. Gene Green, D-Texas and
Chip Pickering, R-Miss., introduced legislation that prohibits satellite licensees
from providing locally differentiated progranuning to subscribers in one geographic market that differs from programming
offered to subscribers in another. The
measure is supported by NAB. XM called
it "special interest legislation" that would
prevent it from broadcasting local traffic,
-weather and emergency alerts.

CBS announced creation of CBS RIOT,
across-platform unit that bridges radio,
Internet, outdoor and television sales
operations.
PRESIDENT BUSH submitted abudget that proposes $ 313 million for the
FCC for 2008. Some would be used to
promote broadband deployment and the
radio and TV digital transition. He also
asked for a $ 110 million cut for the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting to
$350 million.
SHORTWAVE: For the first time, the
National Association of Shortwave
Broadcasters will hold its annual meeting
away from Washington. The USA Digital
Radio Mondiale group and NASB will
hold meetings concurrently in May in
Elkhart, Ind., at the HCJB Global
Technology Center.
MEASUREMENT: The Media Audit
and Ipsos said five companies — Clear
Channel, Cox, Cumulus, Entercom and
Radio One — have agreed pay for atest in
Houston of its Smart Cell Phone electronic audience measurement system, acompetitor to the Arbitron PPM.
CBS/IBEVV announced an "early deal" to
extend their contract for three years. It
covers the largest unionized workforce at
CBS. The extension includes raises of 3
percent the first two years and 3.5 percent
in the final year.

>5er- studios already?

Time flies when you're having fun!

400
Hard to believe, but we passed the 260 studio mark recently.
We're told that it's amajor milestone, but we prefer to call it
agood start.

In fact, our clients have made Axia the fastest growing console company in radio. To you, we say "thanks" for your trust
and enthusiasm. And to those of you who aren't yet clients:
we're ready when you are.

Okay, back to work now. (Consoles don't build themselves,
you know.)
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The Computer in the Wall Jack
by John Bisset
Alan Peterson is assistant chief engineer for the
Radio America Network in Washington. Always on the
lookout for new items, Al came across aunique find.
Take alook at the plate shown in Fig. 1. That's not
just ajackplate for anetwork port; it's acomplete thin
client computer that drops into the same cutout in your
wall where just the jack would have gone.
Chip PC Technologies of Israel is inventor and manufacturer of the Jack PC, which is intended to replace
desktop machines in business applications. Just plug
your keyboard, mouse, monitor and speakers right into
the wall.
What about power? The Jack PC is self-powered,
drawing its electric needs from the Ethernet cable.
In many businesses, big-time processing is left up to
the servers, so desktop computers are basically overkill.
What is needed in these cases is a "simple-minded"
machine that talks to the Big Box down the hall.
As the Jack PC is a "thin client" rather than afullbang computer, it is not up to those tasks we normally
insist our machines perform. And don't start bundling
Fig. 1: A basic computer in awall jack?
up your DAW for the recycler just yet. From an audio
Ideal for cramped sales cubesi
standpoint, the Jack PC admittedly is only good for lowfi applications.
few years doing freelance video and production before
So why mention it? Because products like this will
moving into an unrelated service field, where he stayed
only get smaller, better and faster, and eventually the
for 28 years.
Jack PC — or something like it — might be tricked out
Some years ago, Marc was looking for desiccant bags
with even more computer functionality. As is, a couple
of amore substantial size than those typically found in
of Jack PCs might find ahome right now in the sales
retail packages sent from overseas. The tiny 1- inchcubicles, where space is snug to begin with. A year from
square, cellophane- wrapped packages seemed inadenow, you might fit an audio editor in there. Who knows?
quate to protect his toolboxes.
At present, the Jack PC runs Windows CE (same as in
Acting on a hunch, Marc contacted a local freighthandheld PDAs), but the Chip PC engineers are taking a forwarding company that specialized in shipping overlook at Linux. Find out more at www.chippc.com under
seas. He asked if they had any desiccant available; they
Jack PC Thin Clients. The site includes info on how to
wanted to know how many pounds he needed.
obtain an evaluation kit.
Marc picked up several two-pound packs, each 7 x9
Al Peterson is at apeterson@radioamerica.org.
inches, in breathable bags, as seen in Fig. 2. They cost
only afew of dollars each. Marc says you can also find a
* * *
variety of desiccant sources by doing aWeb search for
"desiccant."
Marc Mann, now retired, started as a broadcasting
Reach Marc Mann at mmann001@san.rr.com.
major in college and worked as a stringer for New
York's Newsday and the Associated Press. He spent a
* * *
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With all the concern about transmitter site security,
Atlanta contract engineer Allen Branch sends a
reminder that Wal-Mart sells camouflaged motion sensing cameras. Some include aflash and other features.
Game Spy, Game Watcher and Scouting Cameras can
be found on the Web at www.walmart.com; click on
Sports, then do asearch for "camera."
You may not need acamouflage pattern when mounting on the upper wall of the transmitter building, but it
might come in handy behind your entry fence. Consider
mounting the camera high on atree to get asnapshot of
someone at the entry of your site, before an intruder
even enters. The flash alone may discourage entry.
You'll find several of these camera models in the
hunting and sportsman section of the store or online, and
See CAMERAS, page 12
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Fig. 2: You may find larger packages of
desiccant through freight-forwarding companies
that send or receive items overseas.

Ingenious 'Quad Leveler'

Four independent channels of intelligent audio gain control
lnovonics has packaged four channels of smoothsounding audio leveling into a single rack space. The four
channels may be used separately for microphone and phoneline leveling, or may be selectively linked for dual- stereo or
split mono/stereo program audio control.
A unique combination of peak and average response to

particular combination of long- and short-term

level

The 264 also provides alarm tally outputs to signal a 'dead

resorting to excessive dynamics compression that can lead
to listener fatigue.

air' or out-of- limits condition for each of the four channels.

for quick, set-and-forget installation. Operating entirely

gated AGC with the tight peak control of a fast limiter. This

within the analog domain, the 264 utilizes colorless Class-D
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Model 264 - $1200

Operation of the 264 is entirely program controlled, and
user adjustments have been restricted to a bare minimum

program dynamics combines the gain- riding utility of a

le•

(PWM) technology for stable and transparent operation.

correction yields consistent subjective loudness without
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novcenics

1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX (831)458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: info@inoven.com •

Wireless Broadband
Internet Remotes

"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."
-Christian Vang
Chief Engineer

"The cocrecs sounded great.
My management was very.
very impressed with the
demos"

Clear Channel St. Louis

Cioaci¡ jettreyâ,

Techiical Manager,
Mackay Communications
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"The remote was a
spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
public Internet"
-Mike Rabey
Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis

STENO SELECTOR

THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

'Compatible with Comrex Matrix Blue Vector POTS Codecs Comrex is aregistered trademark of Comrex corporation
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BBG Budget Includes Program Cuts
Deciding where best to spend their
funding, U.S. government international
broadcasting officials are seeking more for
broadcasts to North Korea, the Middle
East, the Horn of Africa and Cuba.
Meanwhile they are pushing for cuts in
content targeted to audiences elsewhere,
including programs in Cantonese, Uzbek,
Ukrainian, Tibetan, Portuguese, South
Slavic, Kazakh, Croatian, Greek, Thai and
others. RFE/RL plans to focus more on
Iran, while eliminating broadcasts to
Romania and Macedonia.
Cuts must be approved by Congress.
The proposed 2008 Broadcasting Board
of Governors budget calls for an increase
of 3.8 percent. Officials say this level
would make its targeted programming
stronger and increase audience reach
through better technology and transmission capability.
The BBG asked for $668.2 million. Of
that, $ 142.4 million is allocated for programming to the Near East, South, Central
Asia and Eurasia, $ 116 million for Arabiclanguage programming, $67.2 million for
East Asia, $45 million for Latin America
and $ 13.6 million for Africa, officials said.
New streams
Proposed use of the money includes a
new 10-hour stream of VOA and Radio
Free Asia daily programming to North

A view of the Cohen Building, VOA headquarters in Washington.
Korea; adaily three-hour live Alhurra TV
program broadcast from the Middle East;
funding the new Somali Service's 30minute daily radio broadcast, which targets Somali speakers in Somalia, Djibouti
and the greater Horn of Africa; and
improving Radio and TV Martf's reach
into Cuba "through additional transmission capability and enhancing the production of the programming."
The BBG wants to further fund initiatives to Muslim audiences including
expansion of VOA television to Iran, VOA

SMALLER. F
ASTER. COOLER.
The only thing we didn't
change is the price.

Pashto radio to the Afghanistan/Pakistan
border region, video to Afghanistan and
Pakistan, and Alhurra Europe, aservice to
Arabic speakers in Europe.
The organization proposes to do away
with VOA and RFA broadcasts in
Cantonese as well as VOA Uzbek. It
would cut back on Ukrainian broadcasts
by VOA and Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty; Tibetan broadcasts by VOA and
RFA; VOA Portuguese to Africa; and
broadcasts in Romanian, South Slavic and
Kazakh by RFE/RL.
The request also includes changes
requested last year: more for Alhurra's
live news capacity; expansion of VOA
Spanish- language programming to
Venezuela, additional transmission capabilities for RFE/RL Russian and RFA
Korean broadcasts; and more for employee training and award programs.
It would eliminate VOA broadcasts in
Croatian, Greek, Georgian and Thai as
well as RFE/RL broadcasts in Macedonian. "The request includes eliminating
VOA radio broadcasts but continuing television programming in the following languages: Serbian, Albanian, Bosnian,
Macedonian, Hindi and Russian. The proposal also calls for discontinuing 14 hours
aday of VOA NewsNow English broadcasts while maintaining VOA's English to
Africa and Special English services and

Camera
Continued from page 10

they are reasonably priced. Thanks,
Allen, for the suggestion.
Reach Allen Branch at alleo21@
yahoo.com.
* * *

Our new 6500 series cards give you greater functionality at the same great
price point. They're lead-free and RoHS compliant, too. With powerful
DSPs, +24dBu levels,

MRXTM

multi- rate mixing,

SSXTM

surround- sound

and AudioScience's "anything to anywhere" mixing and routing, our 6500
cards are ready for some serious broadcasting. To learn more, ask your
automation VAR, or call +1-302-324-5333.

(ea/a/swag)

www.audioscience.com

continuing to strengthen VOA English on
the Internet," BBG said.
Focus on Iran
Subsequently, RFE/RL officials summarized more specifically what the proposed budget would mean for their organization. It broadcasts to 20 countries in 28
languages, 18 of which address primarily
Muslim audiences.
They said the request renews added
funding for broadcasts to Iran to expand
news and information programming for
Radio Farda.
"The budget request also calls for
RFE/RL to cease broadcasts to Romania
and Macedonia. Broadcasts to Ukraine,
Kazakhstan and other parts of the former
Yugoslavia will be reduced under the budget requested for the BBG ... A proposed
fiscal year 2007 reduction in broadcasting
to Russia also is included in the budget
request for 2008."

The budget
emphasizes targeted
audiences including
those in Iran and
North Korea, while
cutting back or
eliminating some
other services.
Acting President Jeffrey Trimble said
the budget request "is sufficient to support
our continuing mission to promote freedom and democracy to peoples in Eastern
Europe, Russian, the Caucasus, and
Central and Southwestern Asia. We are
eager to continue to enrich our programming for Iran, and while RFE/RL programming to Romania and Macedonia
remain popular in those countries, the
elimination of these broadcasts and other
proposed reductions are necessary to
allow the BBG to achieve its stated priority of strengthening targeted programming
to provide essential access to news and
information to critical audiences." •

translates into faster service.
Why choose AP over third-party calibration services? The company says its
factory test technicians are dedicated
audio engineers who know audio and AP
equipment. Couple this with automated
test systems and the result is accurate but
fast turnaround.
For pricing or more information, call
AP service at ( 800) 231-7350 or write
service@ap.corn.

Tom Williams with Audio Precision
* * *
drops us a line that AP Calibration
Services are open for business at the
Workbench in the Feb. 14 print edition
Beaverton factory. Audio Precision now
contained an incorrect Web address for
offers Accredited Calibrations on most
Modulation Sciences. The address is
current instruments ( AP2700, System
www.modsci.com.
Two, APx, ATS-2) and will add more this
year.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
All supported new instruments sold by
engineer and contract engineer for 38
Audio Precision will come with a years. He is the northeast regional sales
Calibration Report and Certificate
manager for Broadcast Electronics.
demonstrating the unit meets or exceeds
Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or jbisits published specification. What's the
set@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can
advantage? If the unit does not meet
be sent to (603) 472-4944. Submissions
specifications, AP can repair or adjust it for this column are encouraged, and
immediately — no extra shipping; which
qualify for SBE recertification credit. •
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Managing Vertical Real Estate
Broadcasters Can Benefit From Maximizing
The Revenue Potential of Transmitter Facilities
by Tom Osenkowsky
Towers can be asource of revenue for
broadcasters. Potential tenants include
two-way radio, paging, cellular/PCS,
wireless broadband Internet providers,
XM/Sirius satellite terrestrial repeaters
and other broadcasters. There are several
methods of generating income from existing broadcast facilities.
The first is to accommodate atenant's
antenna(s) on your tower(s). In this case,
the primary concern is to preserve the
structural integrity of the tower. A structural analysis is required.
Structural concerns
A structural analysis requires detailed
information on the tower. The original
blueprints for the tower, the base pier, guy
cables and guy anchors would be ideal. If
those are unavailable and the tower manufacturer is known, this information may be
in their files. Information about the soil
may also be required.
For older towers where the manufacturer is out of business or unknown, asite
visit by an experienced, licensed structural
engineer may be required. It is in the best
interest of the tower owner to ensure the
structural integrity of the tower.
A tower must be analyzed considering
wind and icing conditions. The analysis
must include all antennas, transmission
lines, conduits, lighting fixtures, ice
shields and appurtenances. Many tower
manufacturers as well as independent consultants provide these services.
AM hot towers
In the case of abase insulated AM tower, the tenant transmission line must be isolated across the base of the tower. There
are three popular methods of doing this.

An isocoupler is adevice that isolates
the AM frequency while coupling the tenant frequency to its antenna. The isocoupler is mounted at the base of the tower.
At the point where the tenant transmission
line makes contact with the tower, asecure
electrical bond to the tower is required.
The output or "hot" side of the isocoupler
should be bonded to the tower. At the
input or "low" side of the isocoupler a
secure electrical bond to ground is
required. This should be using at least 3inch copper strap silver soldered to the
radial ground ring strap. Transmission
lines should be bonded to the tower at
one-tenth wavelength intervals and at the
input to the antenna itself. Do not depend
on the transmission line to provide the
ground or hot side electrical connections.
For atower in excess of quarter wavelength (90 degrees) the tenant transmission line may be insulated from the tower
using porcelain standoff insulators provided by the line manufacturer. Prior to

Your Single Source for
Broadcast Solutions
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mounting the line, the base impedance is
measured at the carrier frequency. After
mounting, atower rigger performs atrialand-error process of shorting the line to
the tower. The correct location of the bond
to the tower is when the base impedance
equals that value measured prior to
mounting the line. The line is securely
grounded at the tower base. The quarter-

This eliminates the need for individual
towers and antennas. The initial investment will pay for itself in the near term by
eliminating the need to maintain atower
and real estate costs. A common building
and generator can serve all tenants.
For AM broadcasters it is possible for
two or more stations to share acommon
antenna system. In fact, different direction-

Caution i- an important ingredient in this
venture. Do not compromise the integrity of
your operation in the interest of earning
a few extra dollars.
wave principle states that ashort circuit at
one end will produce an open circuit at the
opposite end.
The drawback of this scheme is sensitivity to icing and moisture across the
standoff insulators as well as their
mechanical concerns. An advantage is that
the tower is at DC ground potential.
A folded unipole may be employed to
isolate transmission lines from the AM
frequency. In such an arrangement the
tower is outfitted with a series of wires
supported by rings around the tower.
These wires radiate the AM signal with
the tower functioning as the physical support mechanism.
The advantages of a folded unipole
include the ability to cross the tower base
with multiple transmission lines without
the need to employ an isocoupler or insulate each line from the tower. The tower
itself is at DC ground potential.
Disadvantages include outrigger wire
physical interference with tenant antennas,
sensitivity of the base outrigger insulators
to icing and moisture, which can cause
impedance mismatch and the increased
physical diameter of the base ring.
Multiplexing with neighbors
It is possible for two or more broadcasters to share acommon antenna. In the case
of FM, the Empire State Building, 4
Times Square, Senior Road and Mount
Wilson are examples of multiple broadcasters sharing common antennas.
A combiner system allows two or more
FM stations to use acommon antenna.

al patterns with multiple stations are possible on acommon antenna array. An experienced consultant can advise if it is possible
to design anew array or optimize an existing array for the frequencies involved.
lntermodulation
When two frequencies are mixed
together, four frequencies are produced:
the two originals, their sum and the difference. As more frequencies are mixed, the
resultants become more complex.
It is possible for the output of one transmitter to mix in the output amplifier of
another transmitter(s) and produce
unwanted spurious products. An intermodulation analysis should be performed
prior to contracting with any tenant on a
tower. Historically, third and fifth order
products are the most significant. Look for
products that fall close to receive frequencies for other tenants. This would be especially important for an Sil receiver or a
public safety receive frequency(s).
Last man on the tower
A general clause in atenant's lease is
that they are responsible for any interference caused to an existing tenant.
Resolution may include installation of filters, relocation of antennas or change in
frequency.
Just as in FM broadcasting, combiners
are frequently installed in two-way radio
simplex and repeater systems allowing
common use of antennas by multiple users.
Such systems generally are designed with
See VERTICAL page 16
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we would be able to quickly step in to
provide advice, best practices and products that would allow their teams to focus
on their core businesses, which are sales
and product development.

SIDE

Operative Is the
Word at CBS
Supply Side is an occasional feature
about service or manufacturing companies in the news.
Operative recently announced it has
won a contract with CBS Radio, which
will use it to implement digital inventory
management systems involving online
products. RW queried Operative President/CEO R. Michael Leo for more.
RW: What is Operative?
Leo: Operative makes it easier for radio
station managers to make money via the
management and sale of their digital
media assets.
The ever-increasing pace of innovation
makes the digital media space particularly complex. The significant lack of any
useful standardization leads to the use of
multiple systems that very often don't
communicate with each other. This can
lead to poor process and lost revenue.
There's constant innovation around the
way an ad is served. This constant
change can be overwhelming for sales,
operations and finance groups.
Operative provides people, processes
and technology to let you focus on your
core business and build a strong digital
media revenue stream.
RW: You're providing inventory manageSupplier:
Operative
Address:
40 West 25th Street
10th Floor
New York, NY 10010
Phone:
(212) 994-8930
Web site:
www.operative.com

Mike Leo
ment systems such as ad operations software and trafficking services. How were
these functions at CBS being handled prior?
Leo: Much like asurprisingly high number of media companies, before
Operative was brought in the teams at
CBS would run reports in multiple systems and use Excel to try to estimate
inventory availability.
Operative allows data and processes to
be unified and helps to eliminate the
guesswork. This lets the folks at CBS
focus on revenue generation rather than
managing the grunt work around optimizing their inventory, managing their ad
servers and fully using their targeting
systems.
RW: How did the CBS Radio deal come
about?
Leo: The digital media space is constantly looking for innovation and strong business solutions.
Through the grapevine at industry
events, we were led to understand that
CBS Radio was ramping up their digital
efforts. CBS was focusing on building
out their sales team and investing in
media management tools; Operative was
an obvious choice for consideration.
Once we began to talk, it became obvious

RW: What special considerations did
CBS involve?
Leo: CBS Radio had many of the same
problems that various media companies
in the space are experiencing. They're
being held back by antiquated process
and systems that are not flexible enough
to allow them to optimize their digital
media assets.
To help them achieve some of their
goals for the year — driving revenue,
reducing operational chaos and going to
market with powerful digital sales solutions — it became clear our job was simple: to provide the systems and support
processes that enable CBS Radio
employees to do their jobs with minimum
friction.
RW: What kind of infrastructure must a
user bring to the table?
Leo: All the user has to bring is inventory, people who are looking for structure
and process, and the desire to build a
strong revenue stream.
Operative is focused on providing a
one-stop infrastructure shop. We provide
enterprise software delivered via the
Internet; so the technical infrastructure
required on the user side is minimal. We
have 80 years of combined online expertise. All our users really need to fit our
client profile is available online real
estate and the desire to create revenue.
Mike Leo joined Operative in 2003 as
CEO and president. He was co-founder
of Avenue A, subsequently Avenue
A/Razorfish, a digital marketing organization, that now has $100 million in sales
and more than 300 employees. He also is
former president of the technology group
at L90, where he developed relationships
with clients including Microsoft, Visa,
General Motors and Procter & Gamble.
According to his company bio, Operative
has experienced doubled-revenue growth
for two years under Leo's leadership. e
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Vertical
Continued from page 14

ahigh degree of isolation, thus minimizing
the possibility of intermod.
The lease
An attorney should compose a lease
agreement with each tenant.
Most leases grant tenants access to their
equipment at any time for the purposes of
maintenance and repair. Access to the tower should be restricted to those authorized
by the landlord. RFR, safety and interference to the broadcasters facilities are paramount concerns. '
The broadcaster alone is responsible for
RFR matters associated with their operations. Workers must be protected from RFR
levels exceeding FCC limits. As alandlord
it is advisable to require each tenant to
maintain insurance and hold the landlord
harmless for any acts or conditions.
The broadcaster should not allow tenants access to their transmitter rooms. It is
advisable to have aseparate AC power distribution and air conditioning for tenants
where multiple users are involved. Cellular
companies generally require their own
facility without granting access to the
landlord. They may even require space for
their own AC power generator.
Provisions for late payments or failure
to pay rent should be addressed in the
lease as well as the ability of the broadcaster to immediately terminate tenant
operations should harmful interference be
caused to the broadcaster's operations. All
NEC, state, and local laws should be
adhered to in the planning and construction of amultiple user site.
Erecting a new tower
If land is available and ademand for
vertical real estate is present, abroadcaster
may wish to erect atower solely for rental
purposes. This tower may also serve as an
auxiliary for broadcast purposes.
A zoning board of appeals and/or zoning board approval may be necessary. If in
the vicinity of an AM station, detuning
and before/after field intensity readings
may be required by the FCC. Lighting and
marking requirements will be determined
by the FAA, whose approval must be
secured prior to construction.
The design of the tower should take into
account the present and future needs of all
tenants. With the pace of technology it is
wise to over-design where practical. If it is
necessary to go through the zoning
process it is helpful to offer gratis space to
the city or town radio systems as an incentive for support and show of good faith in
the public interest.
Summary
Broadcasters can benefit from maximizing the revenue potential of their
transmitter facilities. Caution is an important ingredient in this venture as one
should not compromise the integrity of
their operation in the interest of earning a
few extra dollars.
Tom Osenkowsky is aconsultant based
in Brookfield, Conn., and afrequent contributor to Radio World. He is a Senior
Member of the SBE, IEEE and NARTE.•
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An HD Radio Deployment Scorecard
A Look at What's

important issues facing HD Radio at the
moment, and thoughts on their impacts
and possible resolutions.

Needed Next for the
Digital Radio Rollout
As we approach the annual media pilgrimage to the American desert known as
NAB2007, it's a good time to take the
pulse on progress of the U.S. radio industry's transition to digital broadcasting.
There has been considerable activity in
the space recently, and every indication of
an upward trend. Nevertheless, it does not
appear that HD Radio has yet reached the
critical mass required to drive it toward
mainstream adoption.
What follows is a list of the most

In good form
To date, HD Radio devices have been
almost exclusively packaged as car or
tabletop receivers. Given that radio
arguably is the most broadly available
medium, and is used by Americans in
nearly equal amounts at home, at work
and in transit, all forms of radio receivers
need to be offered with HD capability.
The lack of portable receivers has been
addressed in this column and elsewhere,
with acknowledgment of the particular
challenges for that form factor. It is heart-

ening to know that current developments
may make practical the deployment of
portable/handheld HD Radio receivers
soon.
Another form factor that remains largely missing to date is the home hi-fi receiver or component tuner. This would seem
to be one of the most appropriate forms in
which to showcase HD Radio's audio
quality, but few such devices have
emerged.
Let's hope that by next NAB, this argument will be moot, and we will see HD
Radio offered in car, tabletop, alarmclock, boombox, small portable, handheld
and hi-fi component receiver devices.
There are two paths to ultimate success:

Where do
wie
fh

The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi
ashort, direct route, or along and winding
road. It's still too soon to tell which HD
Radio is on (if either), but the latter seems
more likely today. There has not yet been
any indication of the " killer- app"
groundswell of support for HD Radio that
would propel it to quick, must-have status.
On the other hand, it seems plausible that
radio stations will continue to deploy the
service to near-universal proportions, and
that most radios eventually will quietly
include the technology.

HD Radio also
needs to emerge
from the shadows
of interim rules.
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In this respect, HD Radio would take
on the status of FM stereo or color TV,
each of which started relatively slowly, but
experienced a slow yet steady growth in
popularity until they ultimately became
the norm.
If such a scenario proves true for HD
Radio, it calls into question the future of
many multicast services. A slow transition
could eventually make "HD- 1" the mainstream FM audio service, but it might not
provide an adequately robust market for
"HD-2" services and beyond to flourish.
(Such services might still manage to survive as hybrid online/on-air-multicast
streams, however.)
Another eventual benefit of near- universal HD Radio deployment by broadcasters — regardless of consumer HD
Radio receiver uptake — is the datacasting
marketplace. Recent activity has shown
interest in non- program- associated data
(NPAD) delivery, which could prosper in a
wholly separate, private environment, and
provide abit of asilver lining for broadcasters' ROI in even the darkest skies of
consumer uptake for HD Radio.
Rules of the road
HD Radio also needs to emerge from
the shadows of interim rules. Let's hope
the long-awaited final rules for the format
will be on the books before another year
passes. This is of particular importance for
HD AM, where much uncertainty remains.
Meanwhile, there are other rules being
considered that might apply to HD Radio
products that would not be welcomed by
most of the industry. These involve limits
on recording and the subsequent storage,
editing and playback characteristics of
devices that capture content delivered via
HD Radio. Currently such limits are being
considered by the U.S. Senate for satellite
radio ( the so-called PERFORM Act,
S.256), but the music industry representaSee YET TO DO, page 19
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Yet to Do
Continued from page 18
tives who are lobbying for such legislation
have made it clear that they would ultimately like to see similar limits applied to
digital terrestrial radio broadcasting.
Metadata matters
A retrospective look at RBDS reveals
that it provides more "service metadata"
than "content metadata," meaning that it
tells more about the radio station and its
service stream's attributes than it does
about the current content being broadcast
on the stream. While service data is valuable and important information, consumers have come to enjoy the title and
artist or other PAD provided by satellite
radio and other digital media forms,
which RBDS does not provide in any
standardized way, having no dedicated
fields for these purposes.
Various attempts to retrofit content
metadata into RBDS have been attempted, including the current RT+ proposal,
but HD Radio includes such information
in standardized form from the start, using
the well-established ID3 tags from the
MP3 format.
This provides HD Radio with alargely
unheralded additional advantage over FM
(although if RT+ succeeds, FM analog
service may ultimately match these capabilities).
In any case, it makes sense for both
broadcasters and radio manufacturers to
promote this feature, with careful delivery
of rich and complete content metadata by
stations, and attractive and comprehensive
display of content data on receivers.
HD should be better
than analog
A troubling phenomenon has been
reported by some listeners in these early
days of HD Radio. Consider that because
all HD Radios first tune to the analog service then switch to digital service with
some concurrent visual indication, listeners have avery clear way of comparing
the services. In most cases, a noticeable
change in audio quality accompanies the
switch.
One would assume that this quality
change is in the positive direction, but in
some cases on FM HD, the opposite
occurs. This is due either to differences in
audio processing, or in the case of multicasting, the bit rate assigned to HD- 1service is inadequate to make it sound as
good as the analog FM signal. In other cases, this causes the HD- 1service to sound
no better than the analog, which is almost
as undesirable an outcome.
Similarly, there are stations today that
are pumping out plenty of data via RBDS
but are not yet doing so via HD Radio
PAD. In these cases, alistener will see this
metadata during the FM tune-in period, or
during analog blending, but as soon as an
HD signal is acquired, the metadata disappears! Naturally, neither of these cases
sends the message to consumers that HD
Radio is an improvement over analog FM.
Of course, these are interim, short-term
problems that easily can be remedied by
stations as the HD Radio transition
matures. But as the saying goes, you never
get asecond chance to make afirst impression, and such experiences may create
long-term, negative conclusions about the
value of HD Radio for some listeners.
Broadcasters should therefore ensure
that HD- 1service sounds noticeably better

radioworld.com

FEATURES
than analog FM, and that the metadata
experience is at least as good, if not better
from HD- 1PAD than it is with RBDS.

I Radio World

WE GIVE YOU DUBE
Name: Charles Dubé

Future features
While we're at it, it would be nice to
finally see real deployment of the longpromised storage receivers with
pause/rewind buffers and programmable
recording capabilities for HD Radio. A
related new capability for both broadcasters and is an electronic program guide
(EPG) format for HD Radio.
Also on the wish list is standardized
encryption to enable subscription radio services via HD Radio multicasting.
So on balance, while the transition is
now well underway, there is still much to
be done.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. e

Writes about: Radio products and technology.
Experience: CE at WFCR(FM), Amherst, Mass. Former chief or assistant
chief engineer at Connecticut and Massachusetts stations such as
WWUH(FM), WDRC(AM/FM), WTIC(AM/FM).
Certifications and Industry Honors: Certified Broadcast Radio Engineer
Mentors/heroes: Over the years I've been fortunate enough to work with and
learn from great people such as John Ramsey ( Marlin), Tom Ray (WOR) and
Jett Hugabone and Gene Fetus at CBS.
Quote to live by: '
One's destination is never aplace but rather anew way of
looking at things.' — Henry Miller
Radio World's pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Like Charles Dubé. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio naragers and encineers.
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Total Radio. Guaranteed.

We stack the odds in your favor.
With BE you can't lose.
Innovative

7echnologies

are only part of BE's story.

Our mission-critical solutiork5 for analog and HD Radio go the distance for you with
unparalleled customer service and product reliability. BE products---AudioVAULT,
The Radio Experience, Bic Pipe, the FXi FM ± HD Radio exciter and more—offer
stations acompetitive edge for greater listenership and revenue.
With the values of acompany founded in 1959 and the responsiveness of astarbp,
BE has been rolling out rtew products, adding staff and expanding our factory
to continue to earn your confidence.
That's Total Radio. Guaranteed.
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Broackas: Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305
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Product Capsule:

Accurian Tabletop Gets High Marks
Entry-Level Digital Tuner From RadioShack
Provides Multicast and RDS Signals
by Ed Hollis

CONTACT: RadioShack stores or Wsit
radioshack.com.

AM loop antennas, FM reception was
impressive at my location in my Los
Angeles condominium apartment building. Iset the clock, saved afew AM and
FM presets, and selected the best one of
five equalizer settings for my listening
pleasure.
Tuning between the multicast channels
of astation with the presets was smooth
and quick. Controlling the radio was
straightforward, and Iwas able to perform most of the radio's functions without reading the manual.
Later, Iunplugged the radio and
moved it to a new location. The cloék
reverted back to Midnight, but the station
presets were as Ihad programmed them

regular operating instructions. The 28page manual has identical sections in
English and Spanish. Receiver specifications were not published.
The volume control rotates to control
the volume. Pushing the volume control
will cause the radio to change to one of
five operating modes. The volume range
was sufficient for my apartment. At full
volume Idid not notice distortion.
The Accurian provides six preset positions for each band — FM1, FM2, AMI
and AM2 — giving atotal of 24 station
presents. Aux In completes the Mode
selections. The Aux In connector is on
the rear panel of the radio and is an
unbalanced, 1/8-inch stereo mini plug.
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A mini stereo headset jack is provided
on the front of the radio. The speakers
mute when headset operation is engaged.
The antenna connections on the rear of
the radio are convenient easy to attach an
antenna to.
Five equalizer presets allow selection
of: Normal, Jazz, Classic, Rock and Pop.
Iprefer the Normal EQ setting so that I
can listen to the Accurian's definition of
aflat frequency response. These DSP settings are not saved in memory with the
station preset.
The palm- sized, IR remote control
makes controlling the radio easy from
across the room. Iprefer using the radio's
full- function IR remote control.
Otherwise, one must be in front of and
above the radio's local controls in order
to use them.
The Accurian Tabletop HD Radio's
simplicity, ease of operation, informative
operation manual and low cost makes this
HD radio awinner in the entry-market of
HD Radio receivers for consumers. e

The Accurian Tabletop HD Radio by RadioShack can
receive multicast signals.
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24 station presets
Good reception
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'Smooth' tuning
Even when you're not tuned to an HD
Radio station, the amber HD) Radio lamp
is on. When powering up the radio the
"HD) Radio" appears for three seconds
on the LCD display in 1.5-inch letters.
On the display the larger font shows
the clock, frequency or station call sign.
The smaller font shows RDS text mes-

lever urre.

Tabletop HD Radio

before. On power- up, the radio came
back to its previous station and EQ settings prior to shutdown.
Then Iopened the manual and was
surprised to read good discussions on
how HD Radio works, multicast channels, and system delay in addition to the

sages, frequency, equalizer setting, signal
strength, 12-hour clock and date.
After Iconnected the FM dipole and

LOS ANGELES Ibought the RadioShack Accurian Tabletop HD Radio
for $ 99 at its introduction sale in
November 2006 using a $25 off coupon.
Let's not kid each other; the Accurian
HD Radio is definitely RadioShack quality. It's okay for an inexpensive, consumer entry-market HD Radio. Iappreciate the tabletop unit for its simplicity and
low price for aradio capable of receiving
multicast and RDS signals. For that
niche, the Accurian ( RadioShack 121686) is spot-on.
The trusty ol' Bose Wave Radio was
laid aside as the new Accurian HD Radio
took its place. The Accurian fit nicely
into this spot and didn't look too bad,
either. The Accurian has ametallic-looking, plastic case with brushed-aluminum
front panels. The external power supply
accepts 100-240 - 50/60 Hz and outputs
12 volts DC at 5amps.
Okay, I admit I plugged in the
Accurian Tabletop HD Radio and tuned
around the AM and FM bands before
reading the manual. The blue LCD display has a fixed illumination with white
.5 and .25 inch letters. On the front panel
an "HD) Radio" symbol emits an amber
glow when the radio is operating.

RadioShack Accurian

,
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• Remote Control and Logging of HD Radio
Signal Attributes as well as RBDS and PAD Data
• Robust Remote Alarm Panel for Carrier and
Audio Loss with Email Notification
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DaySequerra
www.daysequerra.com

DaySequerra • 154 Cooper Road, Building 902 • West Berlin, NJ 08091 • Phone 856-719-9900 • 02007 ATI Group Inc.

Master HD Rad'
Broadcast Electronics HD Radio Seminar
This is the free, annual technical event where engineers get up-to-date on the latest technologies, siare
their experiences and increase their odds of becoming heroes to everyone at their stations. Don't miss it!
3-oadcast Electronics Inc
Tel: ( 217) 224-9600
Web: www.bdcast.com
E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

Saturday, April 14 from 2pm until 4pm, Las Vegas Convention Center Room N211

Go to wvvw.bdcast.com to register!

Rod Modes

HD Radiom' Scoreboard
The HD Radio Scoreboard is compiled by Radio World using information supplied by equity Digital Corp. and other sources.
the data shown reflect best information as of mid- February. This page is sponsored by Broadcast Electronics. HD Radio is atrademark of iBiguity Digital Corp.

On the Air in Houston/Galveston
lbiguity says there are 21 stations in the market broadcasting 31 HD Radio channels, with flue more scheduled to begin
broadcasting with HD Radio technology and offering multicast channels soon, as reported by the HD Digital Radio fIlliance.
Frequency

Station

Format

Licensee

Frequency

Station

Format

Licensee

1590

KMIC-HD

Kids/Top40

ABC Radio

97.9

KBXX-HD1

ROOd/HpHop

Radio One Inc.

99.1

KODA-HD1

Christmas

Clear Channel

88.7

KUHF-HD1

NPR/Clscl

Univ. of Houston

99.1-2

KODA-HD2

AC Love Songs

Clear Channel

88.7-2

KUHF-HD2

Classical Music/

Univ. of Houston
100.3

KILT-HD1

Fine Arts
91.3

KPVU-H1

NPR/SJz/Gsp

Prairie View
AgM Univ.

Country

CBS

100.3-2 * KILT- H2

Future Country

CBS

101.1
101.1-2

KLOL-HD1
KLOL-HD2

Span/Regat
In- Depth News

Clear Channel

102.1

KMJQ-HD1

Urban

Radio One Inc.

Clear Channel

92.1

KROI-H1

Gospel

Radio One

92.9

KKB4-HD1

Country

Cox Radio

92.9-2

KKB4-H2

TBD

Cox Radio

102.9

KLTN-HD1

Mexican

Univision Radio

93.7

KKRW-HD1

Clsc Rock

Clear Channel

103.7

KIOL-HD1

93.7-2

KKRW-HD2

Adult
Alternative AAA

Clear Channel

94.5

KTBZ-HD1

Modern Rock

Clear Channel

94.5-2

KTBZ-H2

Free Buzz

Clear Channel

95.7

KHJZ-HD1

Smooth Jazz

CBS

95.7-2

*KHJZ-H2

Traditional Jazz

CBS

96.5

KHMX-HD1

Hot AC

Clear Channel

96.5-2

KHMX-HD2

New CHR

Clear Channel

97.5

KFNC-Hi

Sports

Cumulus Media

Classic Hits

Cumulus Media

97.5-2

* KFNC-H2

Rock

Cumulus Bdcasting

103.7-2 * KIOL-HD2

Indie g New Rock

Cumulus Bdcasting

104.1

CHR

Cumulus Media

104.1-2 * KRBE-HD2

KRBE-HD1

Classic A

Cumulus Media

104.9

KPTY-HD1

Hip Hop

Univision Radio

104.9-2

KPTY-HD2

Tejano - KRTX-AM

Univision Radio

106.9

KHPT-HD1

80s Hits

Cox Radio

106.9-2

KHPT-HD2

TBD

Cox Radio

107.5

KLDE-HD1

Clsc Hits

Cox Radio

107.5-2

KLDE-HD2

Oldies

Cox Radio

(*)
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Alliance, BMW
Create HD-R Ads
ORLANDO, Fla. The "ultimate driving
machine" now has the "ultimate radio."
So says the HD Digital Radio Alliance
in its first ad campaign for BMW, which is
offering HD Radios as factory- installed
options this month across its 2007 product
line.
The alliance launched ads on member
stations in 85 markets. Commercials tout
more programming, better sound quality
and no monthly subscription. The campaign, using some of the $250 million in
ad inventory contributed by alliance stations this year, is similar to previous flights
launched by the alliance for Circuit City

HD RADIO NEWS
and RadioShack.
Another ad states that a BMW driver
can now experience "all kinds of new
twists and turns with uncompromising performance — and that's just the radio."

Directed HD-R Car
Converter Now Out
Crutchfield is the first retailer offering
the HD Car Connect Radio from Directed
Electronics to the public.
The price is just under $200. This is
one of three radios Ibiquity has been selling to broadcasters for $99 since fall.
Directed began shipping the unit to stations in December for promotional giveaways this spring.
The DMHD-1000 allows users to hear

HD-R signals from virtually any brand of
OEM receiver, according to Directed.
Crutchfield offers free shipping on
most HD Radio products and provides
"detailed instructions and telephone support to help customers easily add the
Directed HD Radio Car Connect."
The online and catalog retailer has created programs, incentives and educational tools around HD Radio at
Crutchfield.com/hdradio.

VoiceAge, Neural
Optimize Low
Bit-Rate Processing
Neural Audio and VoiceAge are promoting the Neural-optimized encoder for
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AMR-WB+, which is aprocessing product for Internet service providers and
mobile operators.
VoiceAge is a supplier of speech and
audio codecs and co-developer of AMRWB+
Proponents say the product increases
audio quality while reducing bit rate
consumption for audio and music download and streaming applications to
mobile devices.
Audio CEO Geir Skaaden said the
combination of Neural and VoiceAge
technology can satisfy demand for highquality audio/video streaming applications to devices such as mobile phones,
digital music players and computers.
The product provides stereo music
streaming and download from low bit
rates, such as 24 and 16 kbps, up to 48
kbps.

Chicago CBS Station
Puts Racing on HD2

The cash- machine formerly known as
RevenueSuite returns to the airwaves as
Google AdSense for Audio.

A CBS station in Chicago is adding
live motorsports coverage on its HD2
channel. WUSN(FM) airs "future country" on that channel and is adding
NASCAR Busch and Craftsman Truck
Series races, as well as Indy Racing
League events. First race was this week,
the NASCAR Gatorade Duels at Daytona
International Speedway. Dave Robbins is
VP/GM of the station.

Roundup
STAGE AT NAB: A 30-by-30-foot stage
will be set up in the NAB radio/audio hall,
where companies will tell attendees about
HD products and services. Booth N6330
will feature vendor presentations on the
"Radio & Audio Stage — An HD
Destination." Radio World is apromotional partner with NAB on the project.
Organizers expect the stage to feature
live talks and demonstrations involving
topics such as surround processing for HD
Radio transmission and ultra-high bit rate
digital audio for recording, playback and
storage. Each day's presentation lineup
will be published in the AM Edition of the
NAB Daily News.

RevenueSuite, asource of additional income for radio stations, promises to be
even more so in this incarnation as AdSense for Audio, thanks to the power
of Google technology. And when you combine that with the industry's most
innovative station automation products - SS32 and Maestro - you'll understand
why hundreds of stations in markets of every size are starting to talk about the
future of radio stations with renewed optimism.
At Google, our commitment is strong and clear and unchanging: we're here to
help you run your station more efficiently and profitably than ever before.
Visit www.google.com/ads/asaudio to find out more.

Go gle
See us at NAB Booth # N6121

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS will
present, on the stage mentioned above,
"Where HD Radio Meets Creativity,
Revenue and Technology" on Tuesday,
April 17, 2:30-3:30 p.m., repeated
Wednesday, April 18, at 1:30 p.m.
Methods and business models for increasing listener numbers will be addressed, as
will generating new sponsorships on the
Web and on the radio, and creating abetter
listener experience based on multi-platform opportunities. BE will hold its annual
HD Radio engineering seminar on
Saturday, April 14.
FRONTIER SILICON has ready for
receiver makers a module capable of
receiving Internet radio, DAB, FM and
music streamed from aPC. The Venice 6
integrates aWiFi, DAB and FM front end
with aWiFi antenna. It expects products
with its chips will be in stores by July.
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ZX1000, 1 kW tri mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter. FM
transmitters available from 250 W

e00b

to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio.

Destiny 3DX-50,
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM
transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

FlexStar HDx exciter-the gold-standard
for FM and FM-HD exciters, featuring
RTAC ( Real Time Adaptive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.
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OPTIMOD 9400-AM Digital
No-compromise, independent, multiband processing
for analog AM and digital radio—in one box!
For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major- market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even
better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two-box configuration.

www.orban.com

Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com
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As abroadcaster, you make aserious investment to get your programming on air. But often the real value of the devices and components in
your station are measured by more than price and features alone.
Sometimes the true benefits are found in the quality. integrity and
experience of the people who bring them to ) ou.

It's not just what's in the box,
but who delivers the package.
SAS has been set\ ing, supporting and supplying inno\ ation to this
industn .for 2.0 years. And in that time our evolving technologies have
consistently led the industry. Why Simple. We listen to our custonies.
Solve problems. Invent new ideas.
From digital routers to console control
surfaces. from intercommunications to
systems integration. SAS provides comprehensive and competitive broadcast
engineering solutions that are intelligent.
reliable and expandable tbr broadcasters
large and small.
Ilow can we help Voll

Ask us about our turn-key stiudio
engineering solutions, includinc
furniture and installat

Call us. We' Il deliver the goods.
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SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

zo years of listening. zo years of inflo ;flion.

Look who's talking now.
ABC Air Anicrica Bonne ilk: Clear Channel CBS Disney ESPN Moody
N IR Iramal Radio One Spnish 13roadeasting System Wesnyux1 One
And more than i000 major market and smaller radio staions and broadcasters across
the country and abroad depend on the expertise of SAS. Shouldn't you?
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Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording

Quantegy Finally Goes Tapeless
It's the End of the Reel for Magnetic Tape
At Company That Evolved From Ampex
by James E. O'Neal
"Unfortunately, as technology
improves, there is adecrease in demand
for magnetic tape media. It is for this
reason that Quantegy is now discontinuing certain magnetic tape products."

With this statement, issued in January,
the curtain comes down on avery longrunning production in the small eastern
Alabama town of Opelika.
Quantegy Recording Solutions and
predecessors Orr and Ampex have made
tape here since the 1940s, supplying

countless reels, pancakes and cassettes
of recording tape to radio and television
stations, recording studios and production houses.
According to Josh Herron, marketing
manager for Quantegy, the decision was
not an easy one, but the editing marks
had been visible on the wall for some
time.
"Over time, the demand for our products has dwindled due to the changes in
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recording technology," said Herron.
"This was a difficult decision, but we
have to go with the times. From this
point on we'll be concentrating on new
recording technologies."
Last call
Herron said Quantegy planned to take
tape orders until the end of February, and
will keep production lines running as
long as necessary to fill the orders that
came in. The last few inches of recording
tape are expected to be spooled off some
time in April.
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The last length of magnetic tape is expected to be
produced in Opelika sometime in April.

One by one, these American magnetic tape lines
have vanished from the production line.

hie
Broadcasters have saved both for over 35 years using ESE
precision master clocks and timing- related products. ESE
products accurately synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time.
Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
complete array of timing systems that are designed for
easy installation, set-up and operation.
See us at NAB Booth #C1839

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: ( 310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

Discontinued audio products include
the company's 406, 407, 408, 456, 457,
467, 478, 480, 499, 600 and GP9 analog
and digital open reel tapes, as well as all
ADAT, DAT and DAU product lines. The
company also will no longer be supplying audio cassettes, its AVX/IRC and
472 products.
Though production is being terminated, Herron said that there were no immediate plans to disassemble the production
equipment. "If other coating opportunities present themselves, this would be an
option for us."
Quantegy has no plans to relocate or
trim its work force. " We plan to stay
here in Opelika," he said. " We're not
thinking of taking operations anywhere
else. The company has too long of ahistry here to consider moving."
The company employs approximately
70 persons, down from apeak of nearly
2,500 adecade ago.
"[We've received] an influx of orders
now and we'll need all hands to fill
them," said Herron. "We have no plans
to cut our workforce. We're not nearly as
big as we were before the company reorganization in 2005."
Quantegy is marketing its FHD and
Black Diamond lines of hard-drive storage systems and expects to see continuSee QUANTEGY, page 28
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HD Radio Transmission
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Plug & Play Transmitter Buildings
Solid Reinforced Concrete Shelters With All
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BALSYS
W OOD ARTS , INC.

Custom Broadcast Studio Furniture
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Furnishings - Designed & Fabricated For
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Your Online Source for Cable, Connectors,
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Quantegy

Another Door Opens

Continued from page 26

ing expansion and growth in this area.
"We introduced some new lines at the
last AES," said Herron "And we have
some other things in the works we can't
really talk too much about now."
Postwar startup
The Quantegy operation is linked with
the beginnings of magnetic tape recording technology in the United States in
the years immediately following World
War II.
At the end of the war in Europe, one
U.S. officer, Major John "Jack" Mullin,
transplanted German audio recording
technology to the United States with the
importation of AEG's Magnetofon
recorder. This machine served as the
starting point for Ampex's involvement
in audio recording.
Another officer, Major John H. Orr,
independently realized the postwar
potential for audio tape recording, and
upon returning to America, established
his own recording tape manufacturing
business, Orradio Industries, in Opelika.
Orr began operations in the basement
of a local drugstore. The business ultimately grew to some 500,000 square feet
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Jim Chestnut performs continuity tests on two-inch analog tape,
circa late 1970s. Chestnut worked for Ampex/Quantegy for a number
of years, and is now a professional photographer.

Though tape production is ending
in Opelika, reel-to-reel recorder owners won't have to send their machines
to museums or landfills just yet. At
least one other American company,
not related to Quantegy, has decided
to pick up the baton: ATR Magnetics
LLC.
A division of ATR Services, it is
headquartered in York, Pa. Mike
Spitz, apartner in ATR, said his company made plans to enter the tape
manufacturing market in 2004, and
has been involved in product development since that time.
ATR recently concluded product
beta testing and is in the process of
ramping up to full-blown production.
Spitz said that product should be shipping by April. ATR will initially be
supplying 1/2-inch and 2-inch audio
tape, and has plans to manufacture 1inch and 1/4-inch stock.

of buildings on a36-acre tract. Early on,
Orr was assisted by a German scientist
with knowledge of magnetic recording
media, Karl Pflaumer, in his efforts to
produce a quality product. Orr's first
tapes hit the market in 1949. The company became known for its "Irish" line of

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
If We Were aBank....
...you'd be throwing money at us! Banks are paying, what, 5% or so
on money market accounts? Meanwhile, our " investors" - broadcasters
like yourself - are reaping ridiculous returns on their money. One client's
$149 investment returns $3000 within two weeks. Another picks up the
same promotion and does $6000! Then there's our friend Bruce, GM at
asmall market station up north, whose modest investment in our Winter
Safety Tips has returned over $30,000 to date! Visit GraceBroadcast.com
today for free demos, sales helps, and ahealthy return on your investment!

e

Free Demos.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Sound Ideas for Buildin8 Businesssu

(,) ue.c.on.' Call us toll frce Oitit<147:,-21g8

www.gracebroadcast.com

Ouantegy is currently marketing its FHD and Black Diamond
lines of hard-drive storage systems.

Proudly Presents

Class of ' 07 Graduate Salute
Market Exclusive Campaign

Generate Income — Attract New Clients
Unique — Ready To Sell Promotion
:30 & : 60 fully produced jingle package ( sample available)

call 806-778-7911 or visit www.rockinwproductions.cout
ATTENTION
PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to
Radio Worlds readers.
Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and
engineers with your message.
For information on affordable
advertising call Claudia at
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

NEW SALES BOOSTERS
from GRACE BRO)111:MÉT SALE'
Fully produced & market exclusive
:30- or : 60- sec. radio features you
can download immediately and

START

SELLING TODAY!

*NATIONAL AGRICULTURE WEEK
March 18-24. 2007

*HOME IMPROVEMENT TIPS
*GARDENING TIPS
SPRING CAR CARE TIPS
— Free Demos & Sales Materials
now at Gracel3roadcast

Makes Sense! (
Dollars, too.)

E-mail Claudia Van Veen at cvanveen®imaspub.com
or call 1-703-998-7600 x 154 to reserve your space.

recording tape, favored by recording studios and broadcasters.
With the rise in popularity of magnetic recording in the early 1950s and
onward, Orr's company had many
American competitors, including Audio
Devices, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing ( 3M), Eastman Kodak,
RCA and Soundcraft.
Orr sold his company to Ampex in
1959, and it was reorganized as
Ampex's Magnetic Tape Division. This
eventually became known as the Ampex
Recording Media Corp. As part of that
company's redirection some 35 years
later, the tape manufacturing division
was renamed Quantegy Inc. This was
later changed to Quantegy Recording
Solutions LLC.
Times change
Over time, other recording technologies began to augment and replace magnetic tape; one by one, the other
American recording tape contenders
slipped by the wayside until only
Quantegy remained.
With demand declining, the company
declared bankruptcy and closed manufacturing operations in January of 2005.

Not long afterwards, it was sold to anew
owner, and in April of that year, magnetic tape manufacturing operations were
restarted and have continued until the
present.
Herron said while there were still offshore sources available for some of the
products being eliminated with the shutdown of Quantegy's tape operations, other product lines were unique.
"We are the last supplier of tapes for
telemetry and data logging in the world:'
he said.
He said closing audio tape production
had been adifficult decision. "We've got
extremely loyal customers who have
stood by us and our brand. They've told
us that ours is the only tape they'd use.
"We've been really proud of our service to the industry for so long and know
that our name will always be part of the
recording industry. Tape has been our
life since the end of World War II, but
it's time now to move on."
James O'Neal has written in RW
about the 100th anniversary of the vacuum tube and about Reginald Fessenden's
legendary Christmas Eve broadcast.
Comment on this or any other article
at radioworld@imaspub.com.
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Specialized probes

ANT Group: Remote controls for broadcasters
Patterned for broadcasting, NMS. SCADA
Completely integrated SNMP interface: the latest NetPOD evolution
Fully managed from the final user
Specialized probes that perform complex measurements of real world signals
Connects to all types of site equipment.

Transmitter

Site

Equipment

ANT
fflote

contd
come visit us at NAB - booth C2936

ANT Group S.r.l. - Via Giroli. 76 25085 Gavardo Brescia Italy
Tel: + 39 0365 34558 Fax: + 39 0365 371960 - email: sales@antgroup.it - web www.antgroup.it
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PAW- 120: More Than Record/Playback
by Gary Eskow
Just adecade or so ago, field recordists
were faced with a difficult decision:
either shell out for an expensive tape- or
digital- based unit, or settle for the
chintzy sound and limited feature set that
cassette recorders offered. There was not
much middle ground.
Today, a number of companies offer
portable recorders for little more (adjusting for inflation) than you paid for atopof- the- line cassette recorder 10 or 15
years ago. The AEQ PAW- 120, which
can be found online for about $650, is
more expensive than some of its competitors. But it offers much more than simple
record/playback functionality, and its feature set may be just what you need.
Palm pilot
PAW stands for palm audio workstation, and it's an apt moniker. At 4.5 x 2
inches, the unit is about the size of a
chocolate bar. The PAW- 120 can be powered in three ways. In my studio Iused
the included USB cable to draw power
from both my Mac- and Windows-based
computers.
To test the recording quality of the
internal microphone Iloaded up acouple
of AA batteries and recorded my son

Brian's band in rehearsal. The PAW- 120
burns through apair of AAs in about
two hours, so users also might consider the third option, rechargeable
batteries.
The manual is straightforward
and fairly well written, but it uses
the smallest fonts I've ever come
across. While on the subject of
language, Iwent up to the AEQ
Web site to make sure Ihad
the most recent software
version, only to discover that the link is written in Chinese. AEQ, a
Spanish company, does
have an office, which
includes tech support, in
Florida.
Navigating through
the 120's feature set,
which includes a hierarchical folder structure that
functions like Explorer
found on aPC, is simple.
On a unit this size, the
LED screen is small —
less than two inches square
— but it is well lit. Ifound myself
easily scrolling through the menus, and
even executing edits on the fly, after
spending about an hour with the 120.
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t ENGINEERING EXTRA
Radio World Engineering Extra, the radio industry's top resource for credible, high-tech engineering
information, is going high-tech itself! Subscribers
can now choose to receive their issues in adigital
format, delivered right to their desktop. The digital
edition contains all the same great articles of the
printed edition, with bonus live web links and rich
media content.
To start receiving your digital edition of Radio
World Engineering Extra, fill out the form at
http://www.radioworld.com/subscribe/rwee/digital/.

Sign-up Today!

The 120 lets you decide how you want
to work. You can, for
example, choose
one of four audio
compression settings, tell the
unit that you're
recording in
mono or stereo,
select either the
internal microphone or an
external
m ic ,

AEO PAW- 120
Handheld Digital Recorder

Thumbs Up
Internal microphones pretty good
/ Multiple audio formats a plus
1 Excellent editing capabilities
/ Good file structure

Thumbs Down
/ Small display
/ Some of the parts ( such as
4

,

rubber cover on battery slot)
may not last long
PRICE: $ 699
CONTACT: AEO in florida
(800) 728-0536 or visit
www.aeqbroadcast.com.

and then
name and save
these settings in
one of 10 Template
locations. If your recordings have different
audio requirements, say aconference one
day and aconcert the next, being able to
call up Templates is handy.
The 120 comes with a mini- plug to
XLR adapter that lets you record with
either one or two external microphones.
The unit supports dynamic, capacitor and
electret microphones, but they must be
supplied with phantom power.
Making the band
Istarted testing the 120 by recording a
series of short audio clips in my studio. I
chose the " STENO" setting for these
quick verbal entries and selected the internal microphone. As you would expect, the
STENO sampling frequency (8,000 Hz) is
the lowest of the four settings from which
to choose, as are the bit rate and file format algorithms. After recording a few
short clips Idecided to check out the editing function of the 120, and in the process
ran into an interesting problem.
By default the 120 names file sequentially (USER004.WAV, USER005.WAV,
etc.). After recording a :40 file in which I
left room between sentences and dropped
in markers while ,recording, Iwent into
the Manager and renamed the file. Next I
went into the Edit page and took alook at
the waveform. The markers were clearly
visible, and Iproceeded to follow the
directions for deleting the area between a
pair of them. However, Icouldn't perform
the edit.
Icalled tech support and learned that
renaming afile locks it in place; no further edits are allowed. Isuppose this is
okay, but the manual made no mention of
this point and I'm sure others will be confused by this omission until AEQ revises
the manual.
The company says this problem has
since been corrected. Now you cannot

rename the file, only the folder; but you
can always edit the audio file. Additionally, AEQ describes this in the manual.
Unlike some other recorders, the 120
does not use removable flash cards. The
512 MB internal flash memory is sufficient for almost any application you'd
reasonably expect. Whether it will hold
up over along period is an open question.
Recording my son's band in the field I
switched over to the highest-quality setting. There are a few quirks to the 120,
and one of them is that the "Music" setting — for some reason the second best,
not the first, of audio quality settings — is
misspelled. Choose "Lusic" if you want
this one. Ialso used the internal, mono
microphone for this field test.

Ifound nivçeIf

executing edits
on the fly, after
spending about an
hour with the 120.
Setting up levels is easy, thanks to the
120's Pre-Record mode. Feng Shui, as the
boys call themselves, recorded a fourminute instrumental, which Ibrought
back to my studio and transferred to my
PC. When you connect the 120 to acomputer via a USB cable, the device asks
you if you want to draw power from the
computer or transfer a file to it. If you
choose to use your computer as apower
source you have to remove the cable
before the 120 can power down, which I
thought was abit odd.
Iopened up the file in Steinberg's
Wavelab 6, trimmed the ends and had a
listen. The sound was serviceable. A pair
of high-quality microphones would be
helpful, of course, but the mono recording
the internal mic yielded was atrue image
of this three-man supergroup's talent.
In essence, the PAW- 120 is agood little recorder with some useful editing features that will come in handy for anyone
who doesn't need a sync track. If your
roving reporter is covering abreaking story and wants to make sure obtained
quotes are accurate, the PAW- 120 will
serve his or her needs far better than a
cassette deck.
Gary Eskow is a composer and journalist. Visit www.garyeskow.com.
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UADC-1 Eases
EAS Insertion
AT! Group says its Model UADC-1
utility analog-to-digital converter/switch
provides 24-bit conversion along with
AES audio path insertion and interruption
functions.
It may be used as astandalone A-to-D
converter or to insert stereo analog inputs
into an AES stream via remote control,
which ATI says makes it suitable for use
with analog EAS encoders and decoders.
"The UADC-1 gives HD Radio stations an easy way to insert EAS

announcements into their AES air chain,"
said Art Constantine, director of sales for
AT! Group.
"In atypical installation, the station's
AES air chain will be looped through the
UADC-1. Then analog audio from the
EAS receiver is plugged into the UADC1's left and right analog inputs. When an
external contact closure or DC signal
voltage is applied to the unit's remote
control contacts, the AES air chain is
interrupted and the analog audio, now
converted to AES, is substituted."
Additional features include relay
bypass if power is lost, front-panel LEDs
that show Audio Present and Clipping for
left and right analog inputs, the input
selected and the status of the device.
The Model UADC-1 retails for $399.
For more information, contact AT!
Group in New Jersey at (856) 719-9900
or visit www.atiaudio.com.

Presentation Rack

31

Denon Has Network CD/DVD/Data Disc Player
Denon Professional says its DN-C640 slot-in network CD
player is housed in a 1RU enclosure, and offers playback format options using untapped system resources found in standard
audio, network and computing devices.
The unit enables audio data-file playback from CD and DVD
discs and access to network playback capabilities. It is suitable
for service as anetworked audio playback control center.
The DN-C640 is compatible with most standard audio data
file formats including CDDA, WAV, MPEG-1/2 Layer II,
MPEG-1 Layer II and Windows Media Audio, allowing for up
to 20 hours of MP3 or similar audio playback from aCD, CDR or CD-RW.
Additionally, the unit reads files from adata DVD, which the
company says increases continuous single disc playback to
nearly six days of uninterrupted audio. For users requiring the
fidelity of uncompressed WAV audio files, this allows disc
playback unrestrained by the normal 80-minute CD-R time
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limit. Various file types may be combined on the same disc to
accommodate different source formats of program material.
The DN-C640 incorporates network integration for streaming audio playback from personal computers, servers or other
network resources. Denon says this feature affords sufficient
file storage and continuous playback while allowing access to
files from the unit's front panel/remote or an internal Web
browser-based GUI with transport controls and customizable
program playlists, accessible from any. Web-related computer
on the network. Standard 25-pin Contact Closure (GPIO) and
9-pin RS-232C control connections are included.
For more information, contact Denon Professional in Illinois
at (630)741-0330 or visit www.d-mpro.com.

ZFR800 Digital Recording
Handheld Microphone
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With the ZFR800,
Zaxcom has combined
the best of both worlds...
billt
' .

..,

loo e and functionality.
The ZFR800 gives you the professional look you

Is Suitable for

deserve with an ergonomic camouflaged keypad for

Smaller Facilities
APWMayville's Stantron Presentation
Rack is suitable as abroadcast rack in
smaller facilities and backup applications.
The Presentation Rack is available in
two models, both
of which are customizable to fit
the requirements
of integrators and
end users, and
ease equipment
re-configuration
and routine system care through
front- and reardoor access.
Features include vertical lacing bars for
efficient cable management; 24.75-inch
rail-to-rail depth of shelf space for rack
components; 360 degree swivel casters for
mobility; perforated front/rear panels to
ensure proper ventilation and prevent heat
buildup; Plexiglas front door for clear line
of sight to rack components; laminated solid graphite top featuring a22.5-inch writing surface with cable port; numbered rack
rails and multiple cable access holes on
innovative rack base; power, lighting and
cooling accessories.
The Stantron Presentation Rack is now
shipping.
For more information, contact
APWMayville in Wisconsin at (414) 4065360 or visit www.apwmayville.com.

I Radio World

one- handed operation of all recording functi Dns.
The ZFR is all you need on the go, it records on
instantly removable memory cards so your audio
can get where it needs to be in a flash.
With Zaxcom's fault tolerant operating system files are
always recorded uncompressed, the file type and quality
are selected later using ZaxConvert software. Format
options include . WAV files in 16 or 24 bit resolution

o

with asample rate of 32, 44.1, 48 or 48.048 kHz or
.ZTF ( Zaxcom Transcription Format). . ZTF files have a
compression ratio of approximately 20 to 1for quick
delivery to transcription houses over the internet.
Multiple ZFR's can be synched together through
the optional internal time code receiver

o

-- Record up to 8hours of uncompressed audio
on a2GB miniSD card
- Utilize any Shure® screw- on capsule
- Headphone monitor output for quality control

www.zaxcom.com
non-Shure products.
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Goldeneagle HD: Monitoring, Control Grow Up
Audemat-Aztec's Unit Monitors Parameters
Necessary to HD Radio, E-mails Alerts to CE
by Tom Norman
The Audemat-Aztec Goldeneagle HD
is a single- box solution to transmitter
monitoring and control, an eclectic combination of HD and analog monitoring and
remote control gadgetry. It is awell-constructed, tightly shielded box, capable of
performance in virtually any RF environment. It is acomprehensive collection of
transmitter monitoring functions, remote
controls, telemetry and data monitoring
functions.
The spectrum monitor option affords a
visual check of atransmitter's passband.
The background masks allow rapid visual
checking to assure that all is well. For
radio transmitter control, telemetry, alarms
and monitoring, the Goldeneagle HD is
impressive.
Three versions of the unit are available:
Goldeneagle HD FM, Goldeneagle HD
AM and the Goldeneagle HD AM/FM. I
tested the Goldeneagle HD AM/FM.
It can be cohfigured for installation at a
transmitter site, where it would be set up
to monitor and control the site; to monitor
atransmitter at the studio location; and to
log parameters over time, allowing the
reports to become part of alog. It also can
be configured to monitor parameters and
report them via e-mail or phone if something falls out of range.
Goldeneagle HD's monitoring capabilities address the concerns of today's radio
stations. For example, if something falls
outside limits, the GoldenEagle HD emails the engineer. Overmodulating only
a little? Transmitter power sagging
slightly? Dynamic PS hasn't updated for
two hours? Nobody can hear the problem, as they are not really listening all
that closely. The chief may be eating
lunch with his girlfriend when he
receives the alert on his BlackBerry. He
knows of the problem before anyone
notices that it is aproblem, and can deal
with it before people tune out.
Out of the box
The Goldeneagle HD monitors key
parameters in the modulation envelopes of
HD and analog radio signals. It has alarm
functions that can be customized, and has
programmable remote control and monitoring capability. It can be set up to monitor and control several stations or one.
And its core is acomputer, which allows
for IP or dial-up connectivity and configuration to do alarge array of tasks.
Goldeneagle HD calls specified telephone numbers and leaves messages on a
schedule, or in response to an alarm. The
DTMF option can be used for control
functionality if that is needed, as well.
The unit is equipped to monitor AM and
FM analog as well as HD, and is
equipped with AM and FM spectrum
analysis capability.
Importantly, it has a graphical interface on the front panel that, once configured by the administrator, makes monitoring easy enough for a non-technical
jock or GM to read.
Ihad no trouble making the unit work
straight out of the box, but Idid have abit
of fun learning about the things it will do.
Iset it up at my office and browsed to it
from home, where Ilistened to streaming

audio from the unit. Running the associated software, Ilooked at the front panel
remotely, and played with control functions remotely via the Web.
The front panel enables the setting of
several management functions, type in the
frequency of astation you want to monitor
and select apre-programmed station for

Audemat-Aztec
Goldeneagle HD

ware, users get aremote peek at the same
screens available on the front panel, and a
bunch more. The menus are self-explanatory, allowing you to configure what you
want to monitor, set alarm parameters and
view alarms and do real-time monitoring
of signal parameters.
Setup is best done with the manual
open, because the alarm parameters need a
bit of explanation. Ihad agreat time playing with these, tweaking and fine-tuning

Thumbs Up

4i

Full range of testing and
measurement

—

Userconfigurable for testing,
monitoring
/ Spectrum monitor option
/ Strong ROS monitoring
capabilities

Thumbs Down
-I

Tricky menus, software
/ Figuring out remote control,
telemetry and status reporting
capabilities was difficult
PRICE: $ 7,435
CONTACT: Audemat-Aztec in
Miami at 13051 249-3110 or visit
www.audemat-aztec.com.

monitoring. Bring up amodulation monitor, and listen to audio as transmitted. The
front exhibits the spectrum display in units
equipped with the spectrum monitor.
It was difficult to work through the
menus and software to locate the
machine's capabilities, and Ihad an especially difficult time figuring out how to
utilize the optional remote control, telemetry and status reporting capabilities. They
were not especially obvious. In afuture
version of the unit, Iwould like to be able
to drill into this from the front panel,
assigning control functions and calibrating
metering from there.
The unit offers 16 control functions, 16
metering channels and 16 status channels.
A simple radio transmitter site will not use
all of these; but this could be abit light for
acomplex site involving main and standby
transmitters for more than one station,
environmental control and monitoring,
and status reporting for such things as
doors, interlocks and so on.
Ilistened to and looked at the technical
parameters of several radio stations in the
Denver area. All were in compliance with
the spectrum masks, even though some
stations modulated more heavily than others. Curiously, the public stations did not
push the envelope on modulation level, but
the commercial stations did — every one
of them.
One station never modulated under 100
percent except during silence, at least as
far as the display was concerned. Based
on the display, Ithought this station's
audio was probably overprocessed. When
Ilistened, there was no question about it.
There was alot of audio ducking on heavy
bass, and there was alot of heavy bass due
to the station format. It was like taking a
beating to listen to it. What was really
interesting about this was that Iwas able
to visually identify this from the
Goldeneagle HD display.
Management tools are available by
browsing to the unit. Among the tools are
log-in and password setup, IP parameters
setup, phone alerts, SNMP parameters and
so on. Idiscovered Icould check such
stuff as the CPU temperature ( 36.8
degrees Celsius) via the external computer. You can even turn the Goldeneagle HD
off remotely.
The Goldeneagle HD also comes with
monitoring management software, also
called Goldeneagle HD. With this soft-

things until it worked the way Iwanted it
to work.
The spectrum display shows real-time
occupied bandwidth information for the
transmitted signal, and includes masks to
cross-check the signal to assure the bandwidth is legal. Goldeneagle HD monitors
the important signal parameters of your
analog signal and your digital signal, and
displays graphs of these over the past hour
or over the past day.
The RDS monitoring capabilities are
strong. If your station uses static PS,
Goldeneagle HD alerts you if the PS
changes. If you are using dynamic PS, it
can alert you if it fails to change in agiven
amount of time. This is just one of the critically important parameters that decide
whether you keep or lose your audience,
and is something that no station should be
without. There are alot of things to check
in the HD Radio environment, and
Audemat-Aztec has packed the necessary
tools to do so into the unit.
PRODUCT
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HD Radio presents new challenges to
stations. A great number of these challenges are technical in nature, and are critical to acquiring and holding an audience.
In addition to providing conventional
transmitter site monitoring and control,
the GoldenEagle HD monitors the important additional parameters necessary to
this end. It also notifies the engineer of
problems before they ever become evident
to the listening audience. This heads-up
notification ability can make the difference with audience numbers.
Even though the unit was expensive, I
thought it was priced right for the capabilities it had. By comparison to purchasing
separate instruments to replace its functions, it is very affordable. And Icannot
imagine that something with similar capabilities, aimed at television transmitter
sites, would not be enthusiastically
received.
Tom Norman began his career in
broadcasting at a Wyoming radio station
in 1977. He lives in Denver, where he
works in systems integration with Burst.
Contact him at tomn@burstvideo.com.

GUIDE

Audemat-Aztec Releases
V1.4 Goldeneagle HD Software
Audemat-Aztec
released version 1.4
software for the Goldeneagle HD, which
the company offers
several new features.
The Goldeneagle HD
is now capable of displaying the complete
NRSC ( 5A) mask for
AM and FM HD stations. The unit also can
monitor the station's
compliance with this
HD Radio NRSC Mask Monitoring Configuration
mask on aregular basis
and alert technical personnel of out-of-tolerance conditions.
Additional features include automatic monitoring of the digital/analog audio
time alignment, with alerts via e-mail, SMS, SNMP trap or voice call. Capabilities
have been added to the modulation-monitoring feature introduced in v1.3, as well.
Peak weighting and filtering have been added, allowing broadcasters to get amore
accurate measurement consistent with traditional analog measurements.
The modulation monitor also is now capable of measuring modulation on 67 and
92 kHz subcarriers. The Goldeneagle HD can now be configured to monitor the
entire FM spectrum and send alerts when changes in RF level are detected.
Audemat-Aztec says v1.4 software is available free of charge. E-mail Tony
Peterle at peterle@audemat-aztec.com.
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Ultra Slim - 30W, 50W, 100W
Exc'ter/Transmitters
New Features on the LEX Series Include:
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5) The DR- 10 is aDial- Up remote control with telephone

—
iation and Fast Audio Clipper
• Built-in Stereo Generator with Ve7illigh -npa s

audio in Dut and output for remote broadcasting

• Up to Seven Frequencies, Power Levels, and Program Presets ( remote controllable):
Ideal Back Up for Multiple Stations

D If your automation
liners, etc.

• Rear Panel Connection for Direct DC Battery Back Up with Auto Switch Over and

works with satellite networks, you

can use the DR- 10's relay outputs to fire commercials.
Save SS with no staff needed at the studio!

Use the DIDDT relays to insert the phone audio oirectly

Built-in Charger

into the Drogram path when necessary, especialy for

• Built-in, Front Panel User Progranmable FSK ID Keyar for Auto ID of Translators

emergercies or to bypass your automation system.

D When

used with our Silencer Option. the DR-101 is the

ONLY product available that completely remoies DTMF
control tones from the audio path for clean -emotes.

Get the DF?-10 & sled
r_;ving rnoneu now!
www.circuilwerkes.corn

bext@bext.com

vvvvw.bext.com

619 239 8462
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AM Antenna Solutions

SIX MILLI (114 e
um
THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLT EARTH EERY YEAR!
ONLY og TO
PUT YOU OFF THEIR!

Directional Antenna
Systems

LBA Technology -- your trusted supplier of digital
engineered medium wave antenna systems.
Customized products include Altelna
Tuning Units. DA Systems. Multiplexers.
Combiners, PCS/Cellular Co ,ocation
Systems, Filters. and Radio Frequency
components - for all power levels.
We provide you with complete RF
project design. management and
installation.

DiplexerfTriplexer
Systems

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provid
acontinuous, low- resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This aFFordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the Field For over 20 years.

Write or call for aFree brochure and design
P.O. Bon 2548, Farmington, N.M. 81499 2548
Toll Free: 888-325-5336 • Fan:505-326-233/ • www.cortanacorporation.corn

We enable thousands of bro:adcasters
in the USA and worldwide tc Reach Further.
Sound Better!
Visit us in booth # N9234 at the NAB!
TunipoleTN Folded
Unipole Systems

RF Components

Your Source For

LBA TECHNOLOGY, INC.

3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834
Phone: 252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155
www Lbagroup.com
Email: jbrown@Lbagroup.com
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LBA
SINCE 1963

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS

7.1 ACTIVE MONITOR
MATCHING UNIT

In-Stock- Available for
Immediate Delivery

Visit us at

NM31,00

ne WORLD'S LAII0VOT IlLMDTRONIO MOOM

Price US$2700.00
2Towers
w.li operate with any remote control equipmen ,.

/MOW

Stand: N4928 16 - 19 April 2007
Las Vegas Convention Center. Las Vegas

Redbcx RB-UL4
Quad Stereo Unbalanced to

Price US$2100.00

Balanced Converter
• Converts 8 x RCA unbalanced inputs
to 8 xUR balanced outputs.
•

1U rack unit can be surface mounted.

%ik

Ideal 'or balancing domestic outputs for sJrround
sound applications.
INDEPENDENT

ww.sonu e

2Towers

For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.

CATALOGUE

AUDIO

I': 207 773 2424
E: info. 1independentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com

Ili,

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better oi phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation In
addition tc the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 •

FAX 740-592-3898

www.gorman-redlich.com/jimg@gorman-redlich.corn
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Toronto Radio Finds Burli ' Malleable'
System Enables On-Demand Traffic
for 680 News Via Automatic Audio
Capture, Podcast Features
by Anthony Guerra
Senior Broadcast Engineer
Rogers Media Broadcasting
Ltd. - Toronto Radio
CHFI, CJAO, CFTR, CJCL
TORONTO It's nothing new to discuss
how a newsroom software environment
handles the typical day-to-day audio and
text requirements for radio and television
stations around the world. Nearly all news
applications have wire and audio capture,
e-mail, fax, XML and even RSS ingestion
capabilities.
A carpenter carries a hammer, a
plumber carries awrench — and abroadcast newsroom has got to have Burli
Software in its corner.
Ihave been part of the engineering
staff of 680 News, CFTR(AM), in
Toronto for seven years, and have assisted
in every aspect of the Burli impact on our
all-news radio format. Ihave been there
for the specification, designation, installation, implementation, demonstration and
ongoing administration. Today it is not
only the staple of our news operation; the
remaining stations in our Toronto cluster
use it to facilitate their operations as well.
The word that comes to mind is malleable. The software takes on its own
identity as it becomes tailor-made for the
installation at hand. It doesn't stop at the
installation; Iconstantly make changes to
suit the needs of the stations. Once Iwas
familiar with certain files, Icould make
changes that the staff could appreciate.
The MAIN.ini file allows software
administrators control of the important
variables that present themselves in the
working user environment. Imention the

MAIN.ini as an
example of the
approach Burli
has taken with its
software.
The
Audio
Logger is not a
simple two-channel audio recording tool. Rather, it
is the handydandy, save-yourlife, kind of tool
Guerra, shown, likes that users can right-click
that is the ultimate
on an existing piece of edited audio and
audio capturing
click 'Send to Podcast.'
and audio delivery
mechanism.
Audio capturing can be performed in
by aback-end Burli capturing computer,
linear wave ( WAV), MP2 or MP3 forwhich resides in our engineering rack
mats, at various sampling and bit rates. It
room. Istart the record process by contact
can be stopped and started by any combiclosure, which coincides with the initianation of contact closure, timed event,
tion of a traffic stinger in 680 Master
elapsed time or threshold audio detection
Control by the on-air operator. Due to the
methods. After the audio is recorded, it
varying lengths of traffic reports throughcan be posted to the In-Queue for typical
out the day parts, Iconfigured the Burli
network availability to the newsroom
Audio Logger to record for an elapsed
staff, or it can be FTP'd to adestination
time of 100 seconds.
server.
After the audio has finished recording,
it is re-encoded to aspecific sample and
Crosstown traffic
bit rate MP3 file (mostly for cellular comThe 680 News traffic department propatibility) and FTP'd to different servers.
vides traffic for all of our stations. Our
One server houses the audio for Internet
traffic reporters earn their keep, especially
availability on the 680 News Web site.
dealing with Toronto's roads. In keeping
The other server, which belongs to a
up with the demand for up-to-date inforthird-party media provider in Toronto,
mation, we have made our reports availhandles the availability of the 680 traffic
able to two more important public comreport audio to cell users. They send atext
munication media: cellular phones and
message to 680680 with the word "trafthe Internet.
fic" in the body of the message, and withEvery 10 minutes (on the 1s) 680 News
in afew seconds, their phone rings back
traffic reports automatically are captured
and begins playing the audio.

M ediaT6UC.1)1

TOLL FREE 888-665-0501
Web. www.imediatouch.com
Email. salesgimediatouch.com

This is done without the need for staff
to capture, edit and send the audio. Ilike
to think of it as 680 Traffic-on-Demand.
Using the file transport capability,
Burli's Podcaster was a logical next step
into providing direct-from-the-newsroom
content to both the 680 News and The
FAN 590 (CJCL) Web sites. The Podcast
Channel Editor is aWeb-based tool that
has been provided to configure the various fields normally associated with podcasting such as Author, Title, Date, Show
Description, etc. But it also is the tool
from which back-end configurations like
FTP server paths and audio codee choices
are made.
Having the Podcast Channel Editor
hosted centrally on our existing Burli
server, as well as its direct integration into
the existing MySQL server, are advantages with respect to the ease of operational distribution, LAN availability and
administration. As far as the Burli users
are concerned, they right-click on an
existing piece of edited audio in their
local Burli work folder and click "Send to
Podcast."
They can then choose from a dropdown menu of Podcast "channels" or
"shows" that have been previously set up
for them, and make the new content
available after filling in some text fields
that accompany the audio that gets transferred to the Web site. The accompanying
text is automatically formatted into an
XML file on the Burk server before getting FTP'cl.
The XML files are generated by means
of the PHP scripts located on the local
Burli server. Anyone so inclined can
make changes to the scripts to suit their
Web site's XML requirements.
Burli's Podcaster gives us the means to
get our content to our radio listeners venturing on their daily commutes via subway or train, where radio reception is not
possible.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Burli Software in Canada at
(604)684-3140 or visit www.burli.com..

¡FM BROADCASTERS!
Join t e RADIO
REVOLUTION!
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GSSNET keeps FM the TOP CHOICE for vital
EMERGENCY INFORMATION
GSSNET connects to ALL DEVICES with FM chips
GSSNET provides NEW REVENUE for FM BROADCASTERS

With the GSS First Alert system, FM broadcasters can deliver nessages to any device that has an FM
chip. And because it's scalable, FM broadcasters can deliver messages to one receiver or one million
receivers at the same time.
The GSS First Alert system also gives FM broadcasters a new way to deliver targeted information like
advertising, consumer alerts and customer service notifications o any device with an FM chip. It opens
up new revenue streams for FM broadcasters.

Homeland Security and All- Hazard Alert Systems

Connect to ANY DEVICE, ANYWHERE
•Smoke Detectors • Cell Phones • Mobile Devices

I
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www.gssnet.us • 228.255.7220 • info@gssnet.us
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Clear Channel Opts
For VoxPro PC
After Trying System for Macs, San Fran
Cluster Finds PC Version a Better Fit
by Josie Padilla
Senior Studio Engineer
Clear Channel San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO In 1996 we built
new studios for what is now Clear
Channel San Francisco. Having five FM
stations in one of the biggest markets in
the country, it seemed time to stop using
our Otanitape machines and arazor blade
to do our phone call editing. So we made
the decision to purchase the Audion
Labs VoxPro 1.8.3 Mac system.
From day one the jocks noticed the
speed and reliability of this system. This

before or after a show. Your edits are
ready in the on-air studio with no extra
work or time transferring files. Making
MP3s from an edit to send to clients or to
our listeners has helped ease the workload of our production staff. It also gives
us away to archive edits for alater date.
The editing sound effects allow our jocks
to use their imaginations and disguise
their voices for bites.
Even though you can run the program
without the control panel, using it allows
our jocks to turn around acall in seconds.
It is amazing to watch how fast they can
edit acall and how hard they can punch

Padilla ( seated) demonstrates VoxPro to Master Board Operator
Sizzle Collins (left) and IT Support Specialist Tom Lundquist.
computer was used 24/7 and became a
big part of all of our shows. However,
after awhile we started to run into problems with hard-drive storage space and
the computer limitations the program was
designed for.
After doing some research Ifound that
there were other editing programs out
there, but they lacked either the discrete
channel separation or the speed of editing
that the jocks had come to rely on.
When Ilooked at the Vox Pro PC
Version, Inoticed it had the features we
were used to having — for instance,
being able to record and edit phone
callers and jocks audio on a discrete
channel, and adding beeps to cover profanity.
Audion Labs also had included several
new tools that were not apart of the Mac
version, such as the ability to network
VoxPro computers on the same LAN new
editing tools, sound effects, ajog wheel
on the controller and the ability to create
MP3s from VoxPro edits. Iknew these
new tools would help improve productivity at our San Francisco studio location.
VoxPro Networking has allowed us to
record and edit in other studios during,

•
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cables & connectors
racks
tools
problem solvers
test gear
& much more

www.systemsstore.com

Aurora 8, 16 Convert at
Sample Rates to 192 kHz
Lynx Studio Technology offers the Aurora line of digital audio converters,
which it says provides audio quality and control in asingle rack space, and eightand 16-channel models.
The Aurora 8 and Aurora 16 feature 192 kHz analog-to-digital and digital-toanalog conversion with front-panel control of routing and sample rate options.
Extended functions are accessible via computer with the Lynx AES16, or by
infrared using compatible laptops and handheld Pocket PCs. The rear has MIDI in
and out connectors and an LSlot bay for the use of optional ADAT, ProTools HD or
Firewire interface cards.

Primary functions are controlled from an ergonomic front panel, with extended
and remote control available via computer and Pocket PC. Front-panel controls
include sample rate selection. The most popular rates are selectable: 44.1; 48; 88.2;
96; 176.4; and 192 kHz.
Also included on the front is sync source selection. The user can choose its master
clock from six sources: internal; LSIot; AES-A; AES-B; external; and external/2.
The analog output source is selectable from analog inputs, digital inputs or LSIot
inputs. The digital output source is selectable from analog inputs, digital inputs or
LSIot inputs.
Additional highlights include eight or 16 channels of input and output metering,
selectable for the digital or analog signal path; level control selectable for +4dBm
or — 10 dBV devices; and single-wire/dual-wire AES selection. The company says
Aurora operates in single- or dual-wire modes for maximum connectivity with digital devices.
The front also includes indicators for infrared and MIDI activity and
SynchroLock jitter reduction status.
The 32-channel digital mixer provides routing and mixing options. Acting as a
patch-bay-style digital router, Aurora routes signals between analog and digital
inputs on achannel-by-channel basis. Mixing capability on each output also provides zero latency monitoring. The AFS16 provides detailed metering of each channel and allows Aurora scenes to be saved and recalled.
The eight-channel Aurora 8has asuggested retail price of $2,195. The suggested
retail of the 16-channel Aurora 16 is $3,295.
For more information, contact Lynx Studio Technology in California at (949)
515-8265 or visit www.lynxstudio.com.

AEG Debuts MAR 4 Suite Pro

VoxPro Networking
has allowed us
to record and edit
in other studios

AEQ offers the MAR 4Suite Pro, featuring tools for broadcast audio production.
The company says it integrates an audio editor of up to 32 mono or stereo tracks of
linear audio or MPEG, even in WAV format. It incorporates the functions of merge,
stretch, pitch shifting, reverse, noise gate, normalize and Direct-X.

during, before
or after a show.

those buttons without them breaking. The
AGC not only helps to make the callers
sound better but it also prohibits the
sound from the cue or studio speakers
from become part of the recordings.
Being the studio engineer, the thing I
love most about this unit is that it is reliable. While these features and abilities
are great, they would not mean athing if
the system was not dependable. Ido not
have all day to service the eight units we
have running here.
If you are not in the San Francisco
market Iwelcome you to try this unit for
your station. If you are in the San
Francisco market Irecommend that you
continue using what you already have.
Fór more information, including pricing, contact Audion Labs in Washington
state at (206) 842-5202 or visit
www.audionlabs.com.
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Merging with fade-in at the multitrack editing
screen of AEQ MAR 4 Suite Pro.
MAR 4Suite Pro also includes aMix-Editor that allows mixing of audio files in
the same playlist, and placing of the introductions of each audio file in the intro
time and leaving the program prepared to be emitted live or recorded.
The software can run on generic PC equipment with Microsoft operating systems
and Digigram audio cards.
For more information, including pricing, contact AEQ in Florida at (800) 7280536 or visit www.aeqbroadcast.com.
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Multi-track XT Mixes Linear,

Coming up in

Compressed on One Track

I Radio World

Buyer's Guide

Microphones & Audio Monitors
April 11

Netia's Radio-Assist 7.5 range of software includes the Multi-track XT editing tool, which
the company says is designed for multi-track digital audio recording and editing, and is suitable for audio editing and production work in the radio studio.
Multi-track XT mixes linear or compressed data on asingle track. Along with traditional
recording, editing, and playback features, it offers time stretching, pitch shifting, noise reduction, noise gating, synchronization and stereo and multi-track broadcasting.
Netia says Multi-track XT offers drag-and-drop functions, and includes two to 32
inputs/outputs (according to the number of cards installed); an unlimited number of tracks
(limited only by the performance of the host computer); and up to 16 tracks per output channel. Editing tools can be used independently on each track.
Additional highlights include unlimited undo/redo; copy-paste, insert, drag-and-drop;
simultaneous recording and playback; and open architecture for customization and external
control.
For more information, contact Netia in New Jersey at (888) 207-2480 or visit
www.netia.com.

Transmitters
May 9
Audio Processing
June 6
Consoles, Mixers & Routers
July 4

Digigram Adds
VX222HR-Mic to
Sound Card Line

innkeeper
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Digigram's VX222HR-Mic stereo
sound card extends the feature set of the
VX222HR to include integrated voice
tracking, voice over and other editing
applications.
The company says aphantom-powered microphone pre- amplifier, combined with an analog compressor- limiter-expander, enables mix of voice and
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Meet The New Innkeepers
another audio source without the need
for external devices.
Features include 2/2 balanced analog
and digital AES/EBU I/Os; DigiQMax
parametric three-band EQ and maximizer; and hardware sample rate converter
on the digital input, which enables
recording of adigital signal that is not
synchronous with the board's internal
clock. Analog line and mic inputs can be
mixed together.
Digital inputs are compatible with the
new AES42 standard used by digital
microphones. Digigram offers an AES42
interface on asound card, which enables
control of the microphone settings
through the card. Drivers include lowlatency WDM DirectSound, ASIO and
WAV drivers, as well as adriver for the
Digigram SDK.
Digigram says its HR sound cards
have been submitted to Microsoft
WHQL tests with success, and are now
acknowledged as " Designed for
Microsoft Windows XP." HR Series drivers also are digitally signed for
Microsoft Windows XP, Windows 2000
and Windows Server 2003 (32-bit edition), meaning they also comply with
WHQL standards.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Digigram in Virginia
at ( 703) 875-9100 or visit www.
digigram.com.

(they're avery functional family)

We've refined our innkeeper 1(x) line, gussied it up, gave it scme
great new features, expanded its family AND lowered the cost!
Why take a successful line like the innkeeper 1and
change it? Because we knew we could make it better
AND lower your cost!

The Guest Module 1gives you remote access to the
on- hook/ off- hook and dial features of the inrkeeper 1
x
series digital hybrids, using an 8pin RJ45 modular cable.

For starters, we've combined the features of the
innkeeper 1and the innkeeper 1
xinto a single hybrid
that's more than the sum of its parts. As with the
original, the new innkeeper lx is afull-featured phone
line interface which uses aproprietary dual-convergence
echo canceller algorithm. It's designed to achieve
excellent separation without any setup, and without
sending anoise burst down the line. Plus, we've added
an RS-232 connector for remote control applications and
made them globally-compliant.

The RIU-IP interface contains a web serier which
allows you to send and receive control data through your
web browser. It can be connected to your con puter NIC
card for direct control, to a switch or hub for network
control, or to an ethernet port with internet access for
control from anywhere in the world.

For remote control, we've now got Iwo compatible products.

JK Audio

Innkeeper 1
xis morethana facelift.Moretha nan upgraded
feature set. It's a comprehensive, streamlined hybrid
environment that gives you the tools you need to control
it from anywhere. Visit us on the web or give JS acall to
learn more about innkeeper 1
x.

www.i ka ud b.com

TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fœc 815-786-8502 • info@ilaudio.com
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ENCO's CoolDAD Option

KILO, KYZX
Upgrade to DaletPlus
by John Gray
Chief Engineer
KILO(FNII/KY7_X(FM)
Bahakel Communications
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
KILO(FM) and KYZX(FM) recently
installed Dalet's latest-generation radio
broadcast technology, DaletPlus Radio
Suite. The upgrade to DaletPlus Radio
Suite moved the KILO and KYZX operations from aproprietary audio task specific product set up to amore IT leveraged

UPDATES

Links Audition, DAD

processed into asingle audio file, or as a
project in which the original audio and
subsequent edits are preserved to allow for
future tweaks. Fade-ins and fade-outs can
be directly drawn on screen with control
points. A clipboard allows editors to temporarily store audio segments and insert
them back at any position in an audio file.
The upgrade also added quality to the
cataloging process by delivering catered
meta- data to multiple channels: HD
Radio, RDS and HTML. We didn't have
this before. Making the move to DaletPlus

ENCO Systems says the CoolDAD option integrates Adobe Audition multitrack
audio waveform editor with the company's DAD automation system for faster
access to multitrack editing tools from within the automation environment.
CoolDAD also integrates Cool Edit/Cool Edit Pro, the predecessor to Audition.
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The option enables users to export audio cuts from Audition into the DAD database. Markers for cues, as well as cut information, can be created during the edit
session and exported directly into DAD.
CoolDAD also allows the editing of MPEG-2 files within Audition. Files originating in DAD can be edited in Audition with the toggle of abutton that switches
from DAD's standard editor to the Audition application. CoolDAD allows large
audio files to be segmented to just those areas of interest prior to export.
CoolDAD is available and retails for $495.
For more information, contact ENCO Systems in Michigan at (800) 362-6797 or
visit www.enco.com.
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Adobe Audition with a 'Save' dialog showing the ENCO DAD
cut properties, allowing a user to save and edit metadata for
DAD cuts directly from Audition using the CoolDAD interface.
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DaletPlus Surfer
music production and programming environment with an emphasis on redundancy.
Ihave been auser of Dalet products
since 1995. The last Dalet upgrade —
Dalet 4.3 — was installed at KILO and
also KYZX in 1999. While it did carry us
through the past decade, it also began to
limit us as the audio and IT technology
around us evolved. Compatibility issues
with emerging formats, support for new
hardware, etc., became an increasing challenge for keeping our production and
playout operations on the legacy application.
DaletPlus Radio Suite ensures we avoid
loss of revenue, and Idon't have to roll up
my sleeves and mess with it. The upgrade
gives us existing Dalet 4.3 features we
were comfortable with such as Navigator,
Carts and Surfer within amore if-centric
application. It made the transition more
palatable.
Surfing files
The DaletPlus integrated digital console can replace small traditional mixing
consoles that interface external audio
equipment, like CD and DAT players and
recorders, tape machines and telephone
lines. Editors can interface up to 16 digital
or analog sources. External sources are
connected via the console to Dalet Surfer,
the audio editor. Surfer has the ability to
edit an audio file while it is being recorded. Many different sound effects can be
used while recording.
Finished products can be saved as a
sound file where edits have been

Audition 2.0 Displays
Mixer Channel Effects

We now have
dynamic control
of traffic and music
scheduling that really
accommodates lastminute changes.
also eliminated the debilitating file format
restrictions. MP3, PCM, WAV, which
were issues with 4.3, are now fully supported in the upgraded system.
Another cool enhancement is the new
broadcast platform. It is more robust and
gives us increased fallback scenarios. We
now have dynamic control of traffic and
music scheduling that really accommodates last-minute changes; we operate
largely on Live-Assist. The new system
also incorporates a thorough " Rights
Management" control, which organizes
who can and cannot access various features, providing organization and protecting content.
This was apretty sizeable upgrade so
Dalet sent in support to help with equipping the two stations. For such a big
upgrade, the transition went off with few
hiccups. We are so pleased with the
upgrade that we are now upgrading our
four Chattanooga stations to DaletPlus.
For more information, contact Dalet in
New York at ( 212) 825-3322 or visit
www.dalet.com.

•

Adobe Audition 2.0 allows users to
produce radio spots, create music and
restore imperfect recordings. The integrated audio editing software originally was developed as Cool Edit.
Audition 2.0 has arevamped mixer
panel that displays all settings and
allows up to 16 sends per channel.
Effects are displayed on the mixer
channels, achange from previous versions. Some 50 effects are available to
shape audio according to the producer's needs. The multi-track display
will be more familiar to users of previous versions.
Audition 2.0 features alow-latency
mixing engine that allows instant
audio feedback. The engine allows
parameters to be changed and recorded in real time. Punch- ins can be
made on the fly to any number of audio tracks. Thirty-two tracks can be recorded
simultaneously.
The workspace of Audition 2.0 is customizable, and preferred environments can
be saved for later. The software supports common video formats and can synch up
clips to sound files in the multitrack view.
Finding audio within aWAV display is aided by two styles of scrubbing. Tape editors will be familiar with the old, "rocking the reels" style of back and forth scrub to
find aprecise sound. Shuttle scrubbing is available for rapid search of an audio file.
For audio that needs repair, the Lasso tool is provided to isolate and modify or
remove sounds within the Spectral Frequency Display. Producers can isolate sounds
with afree-form Lasso, or they can use the marquee tool, which provides arectangular isolation.
Audition 2.0 features afile management system. Adobe Bridge allows users to
view media files in agroup, and offers audio and video previewing before opening
for edit. Audition 2.0 is available as astand-alone editing product, or as an upgrade
from aprevious version of Audition.
For more information, contact Adobe at (800)833-6687 or visit www.adobe.com.

Control Freaks
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SRC411 In SERIAL REMOTE CONTROL
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The ESS-1 provides acost-effectve, small profile solution for standard
Designed with the broadcaster in mind, the ESS-1 is equipped with exteti,
is ideal for applications requiFing data support for both RS- 232 and RS-422 col,
ESS-1 allows any device with aserial port, Ethernet connectivity and is ide,
bridge/tunneling or applications vhere aCOM port, TCP Socket, UDP Socket, or UU.
functionality is needed. The small profile of the ESS-1 makes installation hassle-free.
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SRC-8 III

The SRC-8III is acomputer interface to the real world. Conned° through an RS232 or RS-422 serial port the SRC3111 can notify your PC software program that any of 8optoisolated inputs have been opened or closed and allows
lyour software to control eight SPDT, 1-amp relays. Communication with the SRC-8Ill can be accomplished via short
"bumf.' type ASCII or binary commands from your PC (computer mode). Also, two units can be operated in astandalone
mode ( master/slave mode) to form a " Relay extension cord," with 8-channels of control in each direction. The unit
can communicate at data rates up to 38400. The SRC-8 III may be expanded to 32 inputs x32 outputs.

Aememenmi

SRC- 16

SRC-32

The SRC-32 is acomputer interface to the real world. Connection through an RS-232 or RS-422 serial port, the
SRC-32 can notify your PC software program that any of 32-optically isolated inputs have been opened or closed
and allows your software to control sixteen SPDT, 1-amp relays and an additional 16 open collector outputs.
Communication with the SRC- 32 can be accomplished via short burst type ASCII or binary commands from your
PC (computer mode). Akio, two units can be operated in astandalone mode ( master/slave mode) to form a "Relay
extension cord," with 32-channels of control in each direction. The unit can communicate at data rates up to 38400.
The SRC- 32 may be expanded to 128 inputs x128 outputs.

tiny
POWERED BY

TOOLS

The SRC- 16 is acomputer interface to the real world. Connection through an RS-232, RS-422
or RS-485 serial port with baud rates up to 38400 the SRC- 16 can notify your PC software
program that any of 16 optically isolated inputs has been opened or closed ano allows your
software to control sixteen SPDT, 1-amp relays. Programming is performed using HyperTerminal
or your favorite com program. Two units can be operated in astandalone mode ( master/slave
mode) to form a "Relay extension cord," with sixteen channels of control in each direction. The
SRC- 16 may be expanded to 54 inputs x64 relays. Optional external Ethernet and USB
capabilities may be added. The SRC- 16 is supplied with LED indicators to display input and
relay status. Plug-in euroblock screw terminals are provided for ease of wire installation/removal.
The half- rack chassis allows two units to be rack mounted on the optional RA- 1rack shelf.

TM

E3=10ADCASTWO/S ®

WRC-4

The tin' TOOLS WRC-4 is afresh approach to remote site monttohng
and control, or provicing an inexpensive solution to Internet enabling
your present remote control system. The WRC-4 combine° with
web access and your favorite web browser brings you the following
features; Apowerful built-in web- server with non-volatile memory;
10/100base-T Ethernet port, four each channels of 10-bit analog
inputs with alarge monitoring range; optically- isolated status (contact
closure:; or external voltages) inputs; normally open dry cortact
relays; open collector outputs; front pane! status indicators, asingle
front panel temperature sensor and 4-email alarm notification
add -essas. The WRC-4 is also SNMP enabled. The WRC-4 has
carefully been RFI proofed, while including the accessories other
manufacturers consider optional. The WRC-4 is supplied with
removatOe screw terminals and loaded witr ageneric web page that
may be easily edited by the end user.

VAD-2

SRC-2/SRC-2x

'the tiny TOD'S SRC-2interfaces two optically isolated inputs and
relays to aRS-232 or 'JSB port, while the SRC- 2x does
1C/' OCbaseT Ethernet port. Both the SRC-2and SRCt auEer's PC software program that any of two optically
e•*fy
isol
inprys nave been opeaed or closed and allows your
software to control two SPST, 1-amp relays. The SRC-2x is also
Fable to send an email when eithe of the two inputs change state.
f
_- The user may al:so add up to 48 ASCII strings per input and 16
umr defiried wings per relay. Communication with the SRC-2(x)
is accomplished ‘.. ia snort " burst" type ASCII commands from the
user's PC Also, two units may be operated in astandalone mode
(masterislave node) to fcrm a " Relay extension cord," with two
channels of oontrol in each -direction. The SRC- 2
conmumicates using RS- 232 at baud rates up to 9600
ano the SRC-2x via 10/1 00baseT Ehernet. The SRC2(x i
` is prmerec by asurge protected internal power
supply. Either unit may be rack mounted on the
optionaf RA- 1mounting shelf.

I

The Uri,/ TCOLS VAD-2 : sauser programmab'e two-input multinumber voice/pager auto dialer with integrated stereo silence sensor,
designed for dial out paging and/or voice message notification. The
VAD-2 is equipped with two dry contact inputs and stereo silence
sensor, ivhicn. when tripped, will sequentially dial apager and/or
up to four different phone numbers and play back auser
recordedrnessage corresponding to the topped
input. The VAD-2 also provides two
SPST one amp relays for the
control of external
equipment.

Time Sync Plus

The tiny TOOLS rime Sync Plus provides four separate GPS tinie
referenced oulput. The first is aSPST relay, which pulses at 12:00,
22:00, 42:00, g:30 each hour and is user programmable in each of
four locations %ir any minute and second each hour. The second
output is an active high driver with a100 ms pulse each second,
while the third putout is a4800- baud, RS-232 serial port providing
atime zone a4stable hours, minute and seconds time code. The
forth output prorici an active high driver in the ESE TC89 and TC90
serial time code fcrmats. Indicator LED's are provided to display
power/valid GF'S data, programming mode and time sync relay
operation. A Gamin 12 Channel GPS receiver with embedded
antenna is supped.

sotNleG TOOLS FOR BROAI)CAs

BROADCAST

tools
.8001111k

Booth # N6908

USA Proud

Ph: 360.854.9559 • Fax: 360.854.9479
support@'broadcasttools.com
www.broadcasttools.com
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BUYER'S GUIDE

Pyramix 5.1 Includes

.es Hard Disk Recorder, DAW

Latest Mykerinos

Ale 48-track hybrid hard disk worksta-. It integrates ahard-disk recorder with the
ug-in compatibility of acomputer-based digi-

DSP Cards
Merging Technologies says new PCI Express-format Mykerinos DSP cards and daughterboard
options that allow for more processing capability
have made its Pyramix digital audio workstation
more powerful.
Pyramix offers simultaneous playback and recording of dozens of audio tracks at resolutions from 16
bit, 44.1 kHz to DXD (
352 kHz) and DSD for SACD
production. The company says the basis for its
recording and processing power is the Mykerinos
DSP card.
Version 5.1 includes the sixth- generation
Mykerinos line, MYK-X series cards, which permit
Pyramix systems simultaneously. to mix 48 channels

,s up to 96 kHz/24-bit recording across 48 tracks. It has
1,,Jast WAVE audio file support and AAF export for compatidi workstations like Pro Tools, Nuendo and Logic. Support for
wire hard drives are Gigabit Ethernet allows transfer between syss, making the X-48 asuitable for multitrack system for music, post
and live recording applications.
Additional highlights include an automated 48-channel mixer, VGA
display output, editing functions and DVD+RW backup drive. The company touts 32-bit, floating-point audio file recording and playback with
no loss of track count; 80 GB hard drive; and front-panel transport, track
arming, project management and metering functions.
The X-48 retails for $5,999.
For more information, contact TASCAM in California at (323) 7260303 or visit www.tascam.com.

MTP Production 2.6 Has Edit Decision List
OMT Technologies released version 2.6 of its
iMediaTouch MTP production software for broadcast audio file creation and management.
The company says the release represents the third
generation of transcoder software for importing,
exporting, editing and database management of
audio files in formats such as MPEG 2, MP3, WMA
and PCM. The Dolby AC3 codec set is available at
extra cost while the RealAudio codec is included but
limited to record, ingest and export modes.
MTP software runs on PC computers with
Windows XP Pro, and on most Windows-compatible
audio cards using WDM drivers.
For ingest, WAV and MP3 audio files can be
imported at high speeds into the audio database. The
CD ripper transfers from the CD-ROM with asingle
pass normalization, head and tail trimming and an
Internet database search to corresponding metadata
MTP Production 2.6 Edit Windows
on the audio tracks. Optional album JPEG image
search is available.
The waveform editor supports mono or two-track editing of most codecs without the need to transfer internally to
linear format and re-encoding back to the original codec format, which OMT says keeps editing quality at ahigh level.
An Edit Decision List window is provided for cut-and-paste assembly of new audio files. Audio editing of long
files, such as hour shows, is such that audio is pre-visualized and can be edited and saved as anew long file in seconds.
Multiple levels of undo, zooming, time stretch/squeeze, word filling, fade in and out and timing settings are provided.
MTP Production software offers up to six levels of user security, searching on any text string, audition of any audio
in the database and afield for storage of album art graphics.
For more information, including pricing, contact OMT Technologies in Canada at (888) 665-0501 or visit
www.imediatouch.com.

and their strip tools plug-ins to stereo and surround
busses. The MYK-X30 has 1.2 GFlops of peak processing power available, and amemory bandwidth of
1600 MBps. It includes Longitudinal Time Code
facilities, and DSD monitoring is now possible via
the monitor outputs without prior conversion to PCM.
Users can mix and match existing PCI Mykerinos
cards and add further PCI Express MYK-X3Os when
needed, as most available PC motherboards feature
PCI and PCI Express card slots.
Merging also touts 5.1 features such as fasterresponding Isis remote control communication;
improved compatibility and file interchange with digital recording systems old and new; and Final Cut Pro
XML import and export facilities.
For more information, contact Independent
Audio in Maine at (207) 773 2424 or visit www.
merging.com.

USB Matchbox Adds

ASI6514 Mixes Multiple

THAT Corp. InGenius

Streams, Formats

Henry Engineering says its USB Matchbox and USB MatchPlus products incorporate improved circuitry for the (analog) balanced inputs. Both
units use THAT Corp.'s InGenius differential input receiver IC, which
emulates the common mode noise
rejection characteristic of a transformer. The company says this provides
exceptional CMRR
performance under
adverse conditions,
such as if the source
is asymmetrical or if one side of abalanced input is grounded accidentally.
The input signal is free of hum, buzz and noise caused by fields induced
into long cable runs or other sources of signal interference. The USB
Matchbox and USB Match Plus units are used instead of a PC "sound
card," and are suitable for applications where digital audio from aPC or
laptop computer needs to be interfaced with an analog studio or audio system.
Each unit provides analog I/0 (on XLR connectors) at professional +4
dBm levels, with over 20 dB of headroom. A Burr-Brown AJD and D/A
converter provides audio that is free of "digital grunge" and other artifacts,
Henry says.
For more information, including pricing, contact Henry Engineering in
California at (626) 355-3656 or visit www.henryeng.com.

The ASI6514 PCI sound card from
AudioScience provides up to 12 streams that
are mixed to four stereo outputs, and up to two
record streams fed from one stereo input. The
company says it also features its "anything to
anywhere" mixing and routing. Formats
include PCM, MPEG Layer 2 and MP3 with
sample rates to 96 kHz.
ASI6514 functionality includes MRX
multi-rate mixing technology, which supports
digital mixing of multiple stream formats and
sample rates. TSX time scaling allows compression/expansion of playback streams in real
time, by up to +/-20 percent, with no change in pitch.
For emerging surround sound applications, SSX mode allows multi-channel streams of up to
eight channels to be played and mixed.
Additional highlights include 24-bit ADC and DAC with 110 dB SNR and 0.0015 percent
THD+N; AES/EBU inputs and outputs with sample rate converters on inputs; dedicated
AES/EBU and word clock sync input; SoundGuard transient voltage suppression on all I/O;
short-length PCI card format (6.6 inches/168 mm); available Windows 2000, XP and Linux software drivers; and up to four cards in one system.
The ASI6500 series also includes the ASI6544, which provides balanced analog and
AES/EBU inputs anddutputs; and the ASI6540, which has analog I/0 only. The maximum analog input and output level is +24 dBu.
For more information, contact AudioScience in Delaware at (302) 324-5333 or visit
www.audioscience.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

AUTOMATION

ACOUSTICS

EQUIPMENT

WANT TO SELL

AcousticsFirsr
T=888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO SELL
Leak T/12 Classic Audio Power
Ampl ,fier. Great
Condition.
$1. lE0.00 plus shipping. J.
P. Rabillard 504 289-2837
erotill225@aol.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

WANT TO SELL
Smarts
Broadcasting
1PC610MB-260 Smadcaster 2 k 8
Gig 10. Drives. 2nd generation
Traffic billing, software, DPD
music
scheduler.
8x2
Ritz
switcher included. $3900.00 Call 912-264-6251
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
The software is free, there is a
small duplication fee. For more
info call 406.665.1832.

WANT TO SELL

COMPLETE

3- Bay FM antenna [ RI model
LPX-3E, 10;19 with Heater. Good
shape $6000.00 - you pay
shipping or pick up Call Larry
Timmons 660-542-0404

Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workminship
Ground S%stem Evaluation
and Repair
www.aangroundsystems.com

FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/ST-I/TRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS. Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
nKnow We Know Rad,o -

S
Stainless 24 inch 375 foot
Face Tower with Lighting.
$7500 or Make offer.
Carl
Haynes 601-573-2445
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
•

CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
AudioArts R-60 18 channels stereo
with phone module and power
supply, slide pots $6500.00 - Call
Larry Timmons 660-542-0404

1101110111 BON» APO FLAIM MOMS,
new & rebuilt for Ekom, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
Blonder Tongue MWT-4 Two stage
FM trap - can be tuned Traprange
108-174 MHz $25.00 - Call Peter
Russell 321-773-2746
Rolls Power audio amp, Model
RA235 $ 125.00Call
Larry
Timmons 660-542-0404
WANT TO BUY
Collector want to buy: old vintage
pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers,
mic
preamps,
speakers, turntables, Ell working
or not , working transformers
(UTC Western Electric), Fairchild,
Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei,
Altec,
Pultec, Collins. Cash- pick up
773-339-9035
Looking for aPotomac FIM-21 or
FIM-41 Field Strength meter. Also
need a Delta 01B- I or 01B- Ill
impedance bridge - contact
Plateau Management Co., Houston,
TX plateaumgmt@sbcglobal.net

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old vintage
speaker & amplifier, McIntosh,
Marantz, Electro Voice, Jensen,
Altec, Tannoy, Fisher, Dynaco.
Cash- pick up 773-339-9035

Non-profit
radio
station/
organization seeks donations of
radio equipment. We specifically
need a console, a P3 or higher
computer,
studio
and
field
microphones, mic
processor,
studio monitors, CD players, a
hard-drive based field recorder and
atelephone audio interface. Email:
ColinCruz@TheBlast.FM

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
OWN YOUR OWN!! Exclusive
Cash Cow Combo less than 100
miles from Atlanta with One of A
Kind Revenue Stream. Hurry! This
one won't last long! RETIRE
DOWN
SOUTH- CALL
DAVE
HEDRICK-256-613-2630
Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

CONNECTICUT HISPANIC AM
STATION FOR SALE, Southern CT
AM, huge Hispanic population
coverage, highest in state. 24
hour heritage station. Good
upside opportunity. For info 781848-4201 or salesgroup@beld.net

(I Create stunning real-world" coverage map sand
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with P-obe
• Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMConr!manderTm
w Prepare AM skywave and groundwave alloc.ation
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro "a
Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-3DTM

FM Radio Station 6KW, 65 Miles
From HOUSTON, TX, High growth
potential! $490,000
including
building - garland@radiobroker.com

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-soft.corn
,B00)743-3684

STUDIOTRANSMITTER LINKS
(STL) AND RPU

NEED DONATION

V

s)ft

WANT TO SELL
Adcon Model 7550 Satellite
receiver $ 100.00 Call
Larry
Timmons 660-542-0404
Two Complete Marti STL-8
Transmitters & receivers $ 750.00
each set or make offer. Carl Haynes
601-573-2445

ITC
single
deck
mono
record/playback cart machine
$250.00 Call Larry Timmons
660-542-0404

TELEPH DNE
EQUIPMENT/HYBRIDS
WANT TO SELL

ITC
single
deck
stereo
record/playback cart machine
$250.00 Call Larry Timmons
660-542-0404

Gentner Digital Hybrid ANA $250.00
-Call Larry Timmons 1360-542-0404
Gentner SPH-3A teleahone Hybrid
$250.00 - Call Lary Timmons
660-542-0404

Otan i MX 5050 stereo reel to
reel $300.00 Call Larry Timmons
660-542-0404

TAPES/CARTS/

WANT TO BUY

RECEIVERS/

REELS/CDs

TRANSCEIVERS

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

3-D ITC mono cart machine with
rebuilt motor $450.00 - Call Larry
Timmons 660-542-0404

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs. Bill
Cook, 719-687-6357.

Gentner SPH-5 telephone Hybrid
$250.00- Call Larr4 Timmons
660-542-0404
TRANSMIT7ERS/
EXCITER S/
TRANSLATORS

TOWER SIGNS

AudioArts R-60 8 channel stereo
with power supply, slide pots
$3500.00. Call Larry Timmons
660-542-0404

Kenwood IR - 7950 two- meter 45
watt Transceiver $50.00 - Call
Peter Russell 321-773-2746

Guy Me Protectors - Ant

Two Autogram Mini- mix 8 Stereo
Audio Console $ 1500.00 each. Call
Larry Timmons 660-542-0404

MICROWAVE

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

WANT TO SELL

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Televisbn

FCC COMPLIANCE
AM èi FM Tower Signs
ASR-Towc rRegistation
Standard 8. Custom signs
Tee

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antannalDemon.com
Froe Catalog
610-458-8418
wyeessintennell).corn
•
CRI SEC-40011 - Good working
condition..$150.00- 615-633-5741
swaffer@nctc.com
CRI SEC-400B - Spectral Energy
Compressoi - Good working
condition. $ 150.00 - 615-633-5741
swaffer@nctc.com
Pdhex Compeller audio processor
Model 320A eoo oo - Cl Larry
Timmons 660-542-0404
Orban
Optimod
8100
FM
processor in good condition. Also
aBelar Mod Monitor set. Cal Dave
at 207-973-1025 for price.
Two Autogram 10 channel stereo
atdio bord with rotor pots
$2500.00 each - Call Larry
Timmons 660. 542-0404
Wheatstone R-50. 18 channel
stereo audio board with power
supply $2500.00 Call
Larry
Timmons 660-542-0404

REMOTE

WANT TO BUY
lnovonics MAP units wanted. Any
condition.
Also lnovonics 222
units. Michael 518-725-1108
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EGI's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MICROPHONES
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

If we don't have it we will get it
SCMS. INC. (800) 438-6040
s"You Know We Know Radio"

MA/COM 1840248 Microwave
System. Sending & receiving units
plus dishes. $5000.00 obo - call
Jerry Hale 928-764-2340
SPEAKERS AND
HEADPHONES

MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
ADC stereo frequency equalizer 10 channel Left and 10 channel
Right $50.00 Call Larry Timmons
660-542-0404

WANT TO ! ELL

&

LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING

V-DISCs - 12 in. 78 RPM discs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357

WANT TO SELL
Two pair of ElectroVoice, Sentry
100A Studio Monitor speakers, one
pair needs the woofer replaced.
$100.00 apair. Call Larry Timmons
660-542-0404

Exciters

Used FM Transmitters
LA300W & LA600W Crown Analog/HD Amplifiers
1.5 KW
1983
BE FM 1.5A
2 KW
1999
Crown FM2000A
3.5 KW
1986
Harris HT 3.5
5 KW
1987
Harris FM5K1
7+700 Digital2005
Harris Z16 HD
10 KW
2005
Harris Z10 CD
10 KW
2001
Henry 10,000D-95
20 KW
1985
Harris FM2OK
20 KW
1989
0E1 FMO 20,000B
25 KW
1980
CSI-T-25-FA (Amp Only)
25 KW
1991
Harris HT25
50 KW
1982
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher

Used, 2004, Harris Digit 2nd Generation
New 20w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analoa and Digital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitters
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28
55 KW UHF GE TÍ5913, CH 25
55 KW UHF RCA TTU-55B, CH 25

Used AM Transmitters
1KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW
50 KW

1999
1996
1974
1982
1987
1985
2000
1999
1985

Used Misc. Eauipment

Harris Gates 1Solid State
Continental 3150 Solid State
Continental 315F
Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F
Omnitronix 10,000A
Nautel XL12
Continental 317C2

Anronics 20KW Air Cooled Load
Denon 72OR cassette NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit our »bete for current listings.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX. + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamty.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Appla alums and Itold I
oguivering
•frequent vSear( bps and (*()( nclination
•AM-F-M•CATV-ITI Sal l'TV
•Mt Test I
ab4(:(• and II uropean IlLt)

The Coverage Map Store

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

REALcoverage.com

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

F

651-784-.7445

onl

¡Woo

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

FROM STOCK

Claudia Van Veen

Kenmillsa • enc . com
Doug Vernier
. sluisicAtIon

C.nsultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

design
à• FCC applications preparation -

cift

at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.

Tel: ( 856)985-0077
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax ( 856)985-8124

mullaneydreullengre ,

c

Fax ( 30115909'

rich:

t

s

OC

sr

ww.surconacom

'Call roe for
your next
transmitter or

SEVANS
A

I

antenna.'

VOL KNOW WE KNOW RADIO!

Consulting
Communications

John Lackness
Sales

Engineers

210-775-2725

FIELD WWII ASPECIMITY
•
AM 1Jr•,•ctowl • MiiV te;e
ois:.

link V surcien.00111

INC.

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES

P.O. Box 932 • Cibolo, TX 78108

'.

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning

& cire um-me
rheasurthrfrr ivoid • larJkly risoccrimi
•Rabfir37 rrecure
IMChasefintre' '

ELECTROACOUST1CS
OSHA measurements

K
atti,
‘

johnlescmsinc.co

Upgrade 8 Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning 8 Proof

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES AND RES
EXPERTS IN

210 S Main St
Mtn

Reach iir080CCI$1 FroiessionMsi

Thiensvale, WI 53092. ( 262) 2124000. FAX (262) 242 6045
Member AFCCE

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real lime 3-D Displays
-Interference calculations

deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at

•Cost ellectiye mapping

1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

•Used by the FCC

•Fully integrated databases

e ss lees
've t'

•Latest standards built-in

\r_j!,
r'
v..

us on he

web SI www Olde.11.COrn

101 Demers, Sq.. In. oernorest GA . 706-1S4-2725

II

C)

11\11

Are You a
Distributor?

www eyansassoc cOm

FASTER._

For more information, including rates &

r

( 1011921-01

Member UM

TV • CTS Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

—

Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad. California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

www.commtechrf.com

ftware for your PC

.44

Mullaney

Faigineering. Inc.

PO. Box 1130

e

22,15

9049 Shady Grove&
Gaithenburg, MD 20i

construction permit and license
engineering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. alLuaN

For more information, call

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

ei AM, FM. 7V coverage & Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility

ADVERTISE!

The definitive guide to
American noncom radio

Telct bbbbb

MMUNIC,ATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INC

BUSINESS!

DIRECTORY

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

C

PROMOTE YOUR

STATION

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

for Maximum Coverage

All I I

NOW AVAILABLE

KMA PUBLIC &
NONCOMMERCIAL

FROM STOCK

High Performance Engineering

Fax (651) 784-7541
St.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

PRAHAM BROCK, INC.
BROUX'ASI TECHNIC M CONS1 IRN1S
Full Service Frtim Allocation to
Operation .181/FM/FWAI -X Services

ADVERTISE HERE!

Field KiiricAntentu and

Space is available

Facilities Design

ever 45 years engineering
and cvsnsulting experience

Call 703-998-7600 ext. 154

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

www.grahambrock.conn

FI 4412‘. IVI
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Company/Station
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6x

13x

26x

32x
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100

95

90
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Zip Code

$ 110

Telephone

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $ 95
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75

65

60
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Professional Card
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100
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105
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ECONCO NEW TUBES

IMP

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

our award winning facility in Woodland California!
ECONCO
NEW

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

INT1.: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760
www.econco.com

ECONCO

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

TUBE

TEL: 800-532-6626

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/

NEW

TUBE

TUBES & COMPONENTS

TRANSLATORS WTS ( Con't)
LPD Transmitter For Sale Used
Only Twice $ 1,900. Plus Shipping.
5 kw Continental Power Rock
Transmitter Good Condition. WKLB
Manchester, Ky. 40962 Larry Barker
606-598-2445 Fax 606-598-2653
Cell 606-813-1207 Leave aMessage

FM Transmitters,
Translators, Antennas
& Combiners
contact Benny Springer 800/695-7919

FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999

Or

Superior Broadcast Products
17194 Preston Rd. Suite 102-297 Dallas, TX 75248

CIEI FM 300 watt solid state
transmitter & exciter — call Dave at
207-973-1025 for price.
S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Harris 300 - Salid State, reliable unit.
Great for halloo or back-up. $8000 00
elm — call Jerrr Hale 928-764-2340

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts, Phase
Monitors,
Rf
Switches,
AM
Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm©Sbcglobal.Net
TURNTABLES

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCMS Inc

(
800) 438-6040

S "You Know We

Know Radio"

Turn to Richardson Electronics for all your
vacuum tube and capacitor needs

Will buy AM Phasors, ATU's
Directional Antenna Monitors, Field
Strength meters. Currently looking
for a Delta 01B-1 or 01B- Ill
Impedence Bridge — contact Plateau
Management Co., Houston, TX
plateaumgmt@sbcglobal.net

FM Exciters - STLs -

Superior Broadcast Electronics 100
watt FM transmitter, like new. Call
today — neKi to make room.
Everything included except antenna.
$2999 plus shipping and handling.
(401) 559-4619

Your Authorized Source for Tubes and Capacitors

WANT TO BUY

Jimmie Joynt 800/279-3326

Delta 018-1' bridge and SM-1
splatter monrtor, Potomac FIM-41 &
71,Comrex Hotline ( 2) and Nexus.
KUM Broadcasting 619-602-4639

Richardson
Electronics

• $ 7 million in broadcast inventory
• New and rebuilt product
• Same day shipment
• Full manufacturers warranty
• Technical support
•
tttlo"

ttti

Call today, receive your product tomorrow...

800-348-5580
Authorized source for leading brands such as:

Amperex
<
; .)
IENNAGS

WANT TO SELL
Russco cue master with tone arms
turntable $75.00.
Call
Larry
Timmons 660-542-0404

CETRIN , 4>NATIONAL

ELECTRONICS

Visit www.rell.com/locations asp for acomplete listing of our 70 worldwide locations

s

www rell co m • 630-208-2200 • broadcast@rell corn

Radio Warlc.1
HELP WANTED

ENTERCOM COMMUNICATIONS CORP

Production proffered, knowledge-able in all
aspects of radio, will relocate, hard worker,
team player Damien Miller ( 469) 939-0020 or
jdm0020@yahoo.com

-Should have 3 years experience with maintaining a current
radio broadcast facility including audio automation systems
and studios with some knowledge of AM/FM transmitting
equipment. Must have a working understanding of basic
electronics and broadcast wiring with IT/computer skills
related to broadcasting. Will be on rotated 24/7 on-call with
some weekend & evening work. Ability to problem solve,
prioritize tasks and work independently as well as part of an
engineering team is important. Entercom Portland is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Send Resumes to: ghilliard@entercom.com

Dependable, Energetic, Creative, Broadcasting School grad experienced at atop AC
station. Great digital production and board
work. Ateam player with ideas that make an
impact. Eric (405) 680-0192

An International Distributor of RF Components

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,

Hard-working, competitive person willing
to travel to the ends of the earth for my first
radio job. Very enthusiastic about the
business. Evan (479) 629-0704

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU. MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS
.#.__'
=

Just Arrived, your new Diva!! Down to
earth, out-going, hard-working and easy to
get along with. A perfectionist who works
well under pressure. Good board work and
voice. Rolanda ( 405) 863-7045

C.E. position wanted: Experienced with
computers, transmitters, H.D. transmitters,
automations, digital studios. Robert King,
Call: ( 915) 581-2979.
Need a good spurts talk show host? I'm
looking for aspot . nthe surrounding eastern
KY area — willing to relocate as well.
Experience with call- in shows for all sports
including NASCAR even high school sports!
Tape available. Cail Jim Ward at 703-3715416 or nawar43324@yahoo.com

Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET Certified,
Commercial FCC License with radar, NABER
Certified two-way radio technician, amateur
radio extra, seeks CE, asst. CE FIT, P/T
Contract, AM/FM, Cable, TV.
Contact:
Mitchell Rakoff, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
718-969-5224

USA DISTRIBUTOR

Rookie broadcaster looking for my first
radio gig. Willing to do what it takes to get
my foot in the door. Hard-working and open
minded. Aaron (405) 755-5368

Ahard-working, dependable and energetic
female, great with show prep and working in
a team environment, or independently.
Follows and takes instructions well.
LaKendra 817-483-7729
Attentive, fast learner, well organized,
willing to take on new and difficult tasks.
Excels in copywriting, production, sports playby-play, and voiceovers. Dameon Anderson
817-658-2046 staylocusent1@yahoo.com

The next big thing! Focused goal- driven
rookie with great energy and excellent
work ethic. Willing to relocate. Curtis
(405) 262-8403
Up and coming DJ from American Broadcasting
School. Willing to relocate and work hard to
make my way to the top. Open to all positions at
your station. Brandon (405) 926-7983
Very goal-oriented person looking for my start
in the world of radio. Self-motivated, driven, and
hard-working. Board-ops and sportscasting
experience. Mark (405) 630-7530
Young and eager Broadcasting School grad
willing to relocate and to do anything to get
into radio. Very enthusiastic and easy to get
along with. Tony ( 405) 708-0381

Pro-Tek®

[414-1 ED/
FR

To Order:
Otj
1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

POSITIONS WANTED
EXPERIENCED ENGINEER looking for parttime, contract work such as equipment
instal:aticns, wiring and documentation
projects and roJeine maintenance. NY City,
Philadelphia. and NJ locations. Please send
email îo Joe at: jslack@ieee.org

-.
UP'
=

Comunamonben• & Pour, fuel...et

or Gary Hilliard, Dir of Engineering,
0700 SW Bancroft St, Portland, OR 97239

sockets/parts, new & rebutlt call Crrodrich Ent. at
402-4=entle;
1lir stemica
er
n
night,

C Electronics

D

Broadcast Radio Engineer, Intercom Radio - Portland, OR

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on tronsme,ng tubes &

3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill, FL 34609

I.

=

-K

352-688-2374
Fax 352-683-9

BEST SERVICE

webNite: ww..diandrelectroutics.rom

RF PARTS CO.
Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
motorma • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

737-2787

760-744-07M
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NDEX Training Does Not
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.

Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

16

AEQ, SA

29

ANT Group, Sri

www.aeqbroadcast.com

20

ATI

www.antgroup.it
www.atiaudio.com
www.audioscience.com

12

AudioScience Inc.

9

Axia - ATelos Company

www.axiaaudio.com
www.axiaaudio.com

15

Axia - ATelos Company

27

Balsys Technology Group

33

Bext, Inc

19

Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Electronics

39

Broadcast Tools, Inc

www.bdcast.com
www.bdcast.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bswusa.com

3

BSW

4

Burk Technology

33

Circuit Werkes

www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com

5

Comet North America

7

Comrex Corporation

1

Continental Electronics Corp.

33

Cortana

14

Electronics Research, Inc.

www.cometna.com
www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com
www.cortanacorporation.com
www.eriinc.com

26

ESE

35

Global Security Systems

www.ese-web.com

22

Google Inc.

33

Gorman Redlich Mfg

www.gorman-redlich.com

28

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

23

Harris Corporation

10

Inovonics Inc

www.inovon.com

37

JK Audio

www.jkaudio.com

33

LBA Technology, Inc.

6

Logitek

www.logitekaudio.com

13

Omnia - ATelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

www.gssnet.us
www.google.com/ads/asaudio

34

OMT Technologies/Media Touch

23

Orban

28

Rockin W Productions

24-25

Sierra Automated Systems

33

Sonifex Ltd.

17

Telos Systems - TLS Corp.

www.broadcast.harris.com

www.lbagroup.com

Can He/She Truly 'Learn' How to Master the Field?
by John Arndt
Scott Ensley wrote in the Jan. 17
Reader's Forum about the "lack of' training for new engineers in radio (
Reader's
Forum, Jan. 17). The discussion was
prompted by an earlier From the Editor
column by Paul McLane.
I'd like to comment. Ihave been in this
field for 28 years, and Iwill readily admit
the business is much more complicated
now than when Istarted. But much of what
I'm about to say still holds true.
Training wheels
1became interested in electrical circuits
from an early age and was one of those
rare individuals who knew they wanted to
get into electronics by the ripe old age of
8. Iconstantly read articles about electronics and related fields, and experimented
with building kits and other circuits from
scratch early on. By the time Iwas in my

nobody's business. Idon't mind showing
someone the basics of radio and how a
modern radio station functions, but with
five stations to keep on the air Ihave no
time to teach someone how to solder.
Iactually had an intern ( during the
summer months) ask me why there was a
sign at the transmitter site saying "watch
for falling ice." Iexplained that ice formation at the top of the 1,100-foot tower was
common, even when there was no snow
on the ground. They then proceeded to ask
if any ice would be falling while we were
there; this was in July in Philadelphia. I
told them no, there would be no ice falling
in July.
It takes two
If radio engineers were surveyed, most
would say they had no formal training in
radio engineering, per se. Most successful
engineers became proficient in the industry because they entered it with a solid

If radio engineers were surveyed, most would say
they had no formal training in radio engineering.

www.omt.net
www.orban.com
www.rockinwproductions.com
www.sasaudio.com
www.sonifex.co.uk
www.telos-systems.com

11

Tieline Technology

48

Vorsis

2

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

47

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

31

Zaxcom, Inc.

www.tieline.com
www.vorsis.com

www.zaxcom.com
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The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say
" From news to features to forums,
RW keeps me up to date with info
on so many aspects of the industry.
Ithoroughly enjoy the Engineering
Extra as well. Thanks, RW!
K.J. Singh
Station Engineer

WCK/WMGO
Greater Media NJ
Somerset, N.J.
www.M1eilsound.com

If aNew Radio Engineer Lacks Aptitude and Skill,

www.balsys.com
www.bext.com

21

An Engineer Make

Shown: Heil CLASSIC PRO offers oretro look of the '40s with the dynamic sound of today.

mid- teens, Iwas servicing electronic
organs for alocal music dealer and could
repair most any items friends asked me to
look at.
Bottom line, Ihad awell-rounded electronic knowledge base by the time I
entered engineering college and the aptitude to implement that knowledge.
It was a few years after Igraduated
from college that Iwas asked to help a
friend of afriend with the local AM radio
station, which needed an engineer after the
one it had for years retired. The extent of
my "training" consisted of the old retired
engineer taking me to the transmitter site
and showing me around the studios, and
then handing me my keys.
The task of taking over the station as
chief engineer was daunting, but Ieasily
adapted to the work, as it was much the
same as Ihad been doing for years up to
that time, namely repairing audio equipment. The transmitter was different than
what Iwas used to repairing, but by sitting
down with the schematics and locking
myself in the transmitter shack until the
box was fixed, Ilearned all the idiosyncrasies Ineeded to know about future
repairs on the transmitter.
The short of it is, Ihad no one to "train"
me. Ilearned on my own to adapt skills I
already knew.to radio.
Every now and then we are fortunate
to get interns in the engineering department who are in engineering school or
about to enter college for engineering.
Most of them exhibit no skills whatsoever. They don't know how to solder; they
don't know the difference from coax to
twisted pairs to balanced vs. unbalanced
audio lines.
Granted, times have changed, but by
my college years, Iknew about these
things and more. Plus Icould solder like

electronics background and education
before they ever set foot in a broadcast
facility. Once working in the industry, two
things are required to work your way
quickly up the ranks: aptitude and skill.
No one ever "enters" the field as director of engineering for a major- market
group. Simply put, there are those with
aptitude along with knowledge, and those
with knowledge only. Those who succeed
in this industry have the aptitude and the
knowledge. Those with knowledge only
will find it difficult to get into the business
of radio engineering, let alone succeed.
It's been my experience that aptitude can
rarely be taught. You either possess it or
you don't.
My response to Scott Ensley and others
who want to be in radio engineering is to
learn the basics ahead of time. With asolid background in electronics and the aptitude needed in electronic servicing, you
should be able to get ajob at amedium- to
small-market station or group of stations,
and learn all you need to know on your
own by working in the industry. Once you
have mastered the skills for asmaller-market facility, you should find it easy to
move up in your career.
Go to all the seminars you can handle.
Attend any training courses offered by
manufacturers. And get certified by the
SBE at the highest level you can attain.
The need to increase your knowledge base
never ends.
Give me knowledgeable, electronically
savvy people "well versed in the basics"
with aptitude, and getting them ready for
radio will be asnap.
The author is assistant chief engineer
for Greater Media Philadelphia. The
opinions above are his and not necessarily those of Greater Media or its management.
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Reverse Auctions Enable Mutual Support
Process Lets Broadcasters Control Inventory,
Helps Advertisers Target Listeners Online

pendent. There's been no official organization of the market segment, and there's
been no existing standard rating system

by Dave Newmark
and Rockie Thomas
More than 72 million people are
expected to tune in to Internet radio stations this year, according to projections by
research company Bridge Ratings. Here
are two reasons why:
1. Frank Coon. Coon values sound
more than most. Born blind, he turned to
radio as his connection to the world.
Along with the music of the Temptations
and Hank Sr., he was captivated by the
"old-time AM DJs who talked ahundred
miles an hour" — and, as akid, practiced
copying them. But he found that his disability made it difficult for him to get
work in the industry.
Thanks to adaptive technologies and
the Internet, today Coon has his very own
radio station: HounddogRadio.net.
Listeners from around the world tune in to
listen to his mix of country, bluegrass,
blues and southern rock.
2. Steve West. Ever since he was akid
in the United Kingdom, West knew he
wanted to be in radio. He's followed his
passion faithfully, and today is considered alegend at San Diego's XTRA(FM)
91X, where he's been aDJ since the early ' 80s. But he's most excited about
RadioNigel.com, where he spins "flashback alternative" music for about 30,000
people aday, each of whom tunes in for
an average of more than three hours at a
time.
Like most independent online broadcasters, Coon and West share apassion for
music and want to share that passion with
others on their own terms. But they say
their stations won't survive without an
influx of revenue. They both solicit donations from listeners to help keep them
afloat, and each incorporates other tactics
like selling branded merchandise and getting sponsors. But so far those efforts have
not enough to cover hefty bandwidth and
licensing fees.
The bottom line is, independent online
broadcasters need advertising; and advertisers need them.
Getting organized
Astute industry observers know that
Internet radio advertising is not new. In
fact, stations have claimed a growing
chunk of advertising budgets from big
brands like Pfizer, Geico and Procter &
Gamble, according to Mediaweek. But for
the most part, so far the biggest beneficiaries are the larger, connected players that
provide online streams of existing terrestrial radio stations; or the big aggregators
like Yahoo Music/Launchcast, MSN
Radio, Live365 and others.
But there are an estimated 25,000 independents broadcasting online exclusively,
and that's where the listeners are. Bridge
Ratings reports that in 2006 nearly 57 million unique listeners tuned in to Internet
radio overall; and industry observers estimate that about 42 million of those listeners tuned in to the independent online
broadcasters.
Listeners of Internet radio fall into categories that advertisers drool over: targeted,

Dave Newmark

Rockie Thomas

loyal audiences of people who tune in
from around the world for the specialized
(read: niche) content. They tend to be
affluent and tech-savvy. They listen for
long periods of time at then desks at home
and work. One of Steve West's listeners
told him he even tunes in from his car
thanks to the mobility of his laptop and
Verizon's wireless broadband.
So, there are many thousands of stations that need revenue, and there are
advertisers who would pay to gain access
to their listeners. What's the problem?
The problem is in the numbers themselves: 42 million people listening to
25,000 stations. It's almost impossible
for any one advertiser or ad agency to
identify which stations reach the right
audiences and make deals with each
broadcaster individually. So far, the frontier of independent online- only radio
broadcasting has been considered too
fragmented to tame. It's built into the
name — the broadcasters are all inde-

for the broadcasters.
This is an industry ready for some organization. Enter: the reverse auction marketplace.
Sold to the lowest bidder
The reverse auction marketplace has
successfully helped thousands of terrestrial radio stations increase revenue by selling more of their last-minute, remnant
inventory. That same model is the answer
for independent online radio.
Here's how it works: Advertisers
announce that they want to buy airtime.
On Internet radio this means either audio
or video ads that play when the listener
initializes the stream; or audio ads that run
periodically throughout the stream, similar
to terrestrial.
The advertiser designates desired
demographics, station formats and maximum budget. Stations matching the criteria are invited to bid in areverse auction
for that advertiser's business.

•READER'S
If It Ain't Broke...
Ican't say Ienjoyed Paul McLane's
recent comments ("Saying You're Local
Doesn't Make It So," Feb. 14). Paul, you
are right, but that doesn't make it any easier to take. Ihave been lucky to work for
some of the best broadcasters in the
Cincinnati area, including alot of "small"
stations. Those are often the best, because
what makes them special is the way they
get involved in their communities.
Idon't know how many times Ihave
heard the same things you brought out in
your "message." The station is sold, the
new owner is going to make it better/
more local. Then the reality hits the
"locals" that the new owner may have
the slickest on- air sound ever but has
forgotten where the station is located. He
doesn't seem to know what is happening
in the community, doesn't seem to know
which "local weather" to read and is surprised that the local businesses aren't
beating his door down to buy spots.
Irecently did some work for asmall

A reverse auction turns the traditional
auction model on its ear, allowing stations
to compete for advertisers' dollars. Where
astandard auction invites the buyers to do
the bidding and the highest price wins, in
areverse auction the sellers do the bidding
and the lowest price wins. In this case,
advertisers are the buyers and radio stations are the sellers.
Doug Pick is founder and CEO of a
hyper-growth entrepreneurial company
that manufactures and sells two of the
nation's most popular brands of ear plugs,
Hearos (www.hearos.com) and Sleep
Pretty in Pink (
www.sleepinpink.com).
He's testing independent Internet radio
with : 30 spots advertising both an established brand and a new line of products
— and he's excited about the medium's
potential to attract more eyeballs to his
Web sites. Known as an innovator in the
retail space, Pick sees it as anatural fit to
team up with entrepreneurial online
broadcasters.
A reverse auction is ideal for independent Internet radio because it organizes an
unwieldy process, making it easy for
advertisers to target audiences online
without the burden of researching and
negotiating with thousands of stations
themselves.
It gives broadcasters complete control
over their inventory. In an auction model
there are no long-term commitments. It's
always optional; stations can opt- in or
opt-out at will. They can sell as many, or
as few, ads as they want while still maintaining the "uncluttered" feel of Internet
radio.
And most important, it gives advertisers
and independent online broadcasters an
easy and profitable way to do business
with each other.
Creating amarketplace where none currently exists is no easy task, but the payoff
will be huge for everybody.
Dave Newmark is founder and CEO
of Bid4Spots. Reach him at dave@
bid4spots.com. Rockie Thomas is an
Internet radio expert and head of
Bid4Spots' Internet radio division. She's
at rockie@bid4spots.com.
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station in our area that Ihave helped for
the past 25 years. It was sold acouple
years ago, but the old owner — who
many years after that became more of a
friend than client — called needing help.
When Igot to the station he wanted to
talk as much as get work done. He, like
Jack in your article, has a long-term
interest in seeing the station continue
and prosper.
While Iconnected the second transmitter to the remote control, and
installed achangeover switch controller
that would work with the remote control,
we talked.
My friend made the comment that if
he had known how much the new owner
was going to change things he would
never have sold the station. Seems things
are so similar between his story and
"Jack's" that they could be the same person. Locals tell my friend they miss the
old station and its "old-time" ways. Even
though the station has been in operation
for 35+ years, the new owner felt the
need to "fix" all the things that were

wrong — changed programming, did
away with a lot of what the local community liked. Now he is having trouble
selling spots, doesn't have dedicated listeners and can't understand why the
community thinks things have changed.
Never mind they no longer have as much
local news, don't do the " lost dog
reports," and only do the obits spread out
between other important items like
music. The new owner has owned several other stations over the years, and even
started in broadcasting at this station as a
DJ/newsman many years ago. He should
know what has made the station part of
its community. After all, he isn't really
ait "outsider," nor is he abig owner.
New owners could do well to look at
what is working, repair or replace what
isn't and continue the traditions the community likes. It is easy to give the community more music. Why not give the
listeners more local, which they would
be glad to sponsor?
Jay Crawford
Cincinnati
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•READER'S
Make Room
For Google
Last night Iread Randy Stine's excellent article about how Google is entering
the radio business ("Google Beta Tests
Audio Ads Service," Jan. 17). Iread it
about 30 minutes after making areservation for my hotel room at the NAB
Convention in April via www.hotwire.com.
And so, Ithought that Randy could do
a follow-up story about how the hotel
industry — which has the same issues of
limited inventory and inventory that
becomes worthless after time goes by —
has incorporated online booking services
into its marketing. Have services like
Hotwire and the rest made its business
more profitable? What was the learning
curve like? Are there any lessons from
the hotel and airline industries that radio
can learn?
Thank you, Ienjoy your publication
very much.
Roger Raison
Pittsburgh

AE Internet

FORUM•

months Ienjoyed the unit; Ieven went
online and added numerous radio stations
to the listings for Reciva (the unit's company). Then Imoved to Singapore and
my campus WiFi is handled via proxy.
It is agood idea to make note of this,
as the AE does not work with proxybased networks. Thank goodness that
Torian, acompany out of Australia, has
come up with atruly portable WiFi radio
that does work with my campus proxy
network.
Bree Freeman
Advisor for Fusion Radio
Nanyang Technological University
Singapore

A Hand For Burden
"Dick Burden: FM Stereo Revisited"
(Feb. 1) is an absolutely fascinating
description about and chronicle of the
beginning of on-air "high fidelity in living
stereo." Thank you, Radio World and Dick
Burden, for your lively and illuminating
depiction of the utterly thorough and
meticulous study, analysis and evaluation
that led, ultimately, to the current on-air
multiplex SCA stereo standards.

Radio
Dick Burden: FM Stereo Revisited --`"
Just finished reading the interesting piece on AE's Internet
Radio ("AE's Internet Radio That
Works:' Feb. 1). What a neat idea:
streaming audio you can take with
you.
The price will have to come down
quite abit if they want the Average
Joe and Jane buying those units. I
don't know if your standard consumer would shell out $ 300 for
something like that, at least not at this
time. Maybe one day there will be coastto-coast WiFi accessibility that will make
Fast- forward nearly 47 years from
listening to live streams in the car possiAugust 1960 to February 2007. This loyble too. The possibilities are endless.
al and dedicated subscriber and reader
As aside note, the first thing that came
would be most interested in how Mr.
to mind when Isaw the photo of the AE
Burden — and other noted and distinwas Radio Shack's old "Radio Cubes."
guished professional radio engineers —
Remember those? There were three to the
would judge the Ibiquity digital in-band
set: an AM radio, a weather radio and a on-channel HD system vis-a-vis, say, the
cigarette lighter.
Digital Radio Mondiale system.
Pete Cipriano
We look forward to your editors' and
New York
contributors' investigation, study and
review of this timely and significant topI read with great interest James
ic, especially those of Mr. Burden.
Careless' article on the Acoustic Energy
You should know that of probably a
WiFi radio. Iordered the unit as soon as
dozen trade publications, plus the daily
it was available at C. Crane. For afew
The New York Times, the only periodical
NrooAed
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A Good Day to Be a Pirate
Late last summer, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, aDemocrat from Nevada,
contacted the FCC seeking to allow an unlicensed broadcaster on the air.
Subsequently, aletter from the commission to Radio Goldfield Broadcast owner Rod
Moses allowed his 100-watt station to operate, moving from 100.3 to 106.3 FM, even
though the operation earlier had been raided and shut down by the FCC.
According to an account in the Pahrump Valley Times newspaper, Moses can operate with special temporary authority until he can apply for an LPFM license in apresumed future filing window. The newspaper heralded this as avictory for "alittle guy
in abattle against the federal bureaucracy."
Allowing apirate to stay on the air with only an STA and no license sets abad precedent. It tells illegals that they might be able to gain legal standing outside the licensing
process established by FCC rules. Such an operator now must merely contend that it is
programming in the public interest. Oh, and it helps to obtain the backing of afew
friends, ideally akey politician who can exert pressure on the right people.
We note that former pirates originally were singled out as ineligible to win licenses
(indeed, acommunications attorney tells us the stipulation technically still resides in
FCC rules). But an appeals court tossed that provision as unconstitutional.
Anyway, Radio Goldfield was persuasive enough to win this round. The precedent
could open the floodgates. Other pirates who choose this route will have to be measured by the same criteria. We could see this spawning interference complaints and
enforcement activity.
Seeking alicense to operate astation in an underserved and sparsely populated
area like Goldfield and nearby Tonopah would have been the right way to go. But the
Class A path takes time and money, and alicense might never have resulted. An
LPFM station might be appropriate for Goldfield, but no filing window was available;
so the operator apparently opted to establish his operation outside the law.
This case spotlights aflawed process by which the commission awards LPFM CP
grants and licenses. It treats the country without regard to population or proximity to
population centers, with one set of rules and short filing windows. (While windows
were opened on ageographical basis, we're aware of no population-based licensing
provisions relative to LPFMs.)
We feel there are thousands of small communities not served or woefully underserved with local broadcasting. In areas where LPFM operations can exist without
causing interference, the rules should allow asimplified process by which operators
like Radio Goldfield can gain licensing.
Beyond this case, we know of at least two others in which the FCC has been —
how shall we say this — atad flexible with its LPFM rules.
In one, an LPFM licensee asked for permission to sell even though the rules say
such sales are not permitted. The commission said yes. In another, citing interest in
classical music in aparticular town, the FCC said it would open aspecial LPFM
window for that town, the goal apparently being to give protesters an opportunity to
apply for their own channel.
We find this kind of ad hoc approach to an entire service unwise. It could lead to a
mish-mash of decisions that make no sense.
Meanwhile, it's tempting to be sympathetic to Radio Goldfield. Moses has worked
in broadcasting for many years and reportedly complied immediately with the
FCC when agents showed up; the station appears to have tried to provide areal public
service. But rules against unlicensed broadcasting must be applied evenly. RW does
not condone pirate radio operations, even by former broadcasters who say all the right
things. Enforcement agents don't need this kind of second-guessing. 'The FCC should
avoid the appearance of favoritism or knuckling under.
With frequencies available in areas that could benefit from operations like Radio
Goldfield, the commission should consider better and easier ways to establish them.
Issuing STAs under pressure by politicians is not the answer.
— RW
Iread from cover to cover — one might
say "devour" — is Radio World. In addition to your superb coverage of "hard"
news, Iparticularly enjoy the articles
about broadcast equipment from the
1940s, 1950s and 1960s. The very first
station at which Iworked had an umber
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is a full-feEtured

standalone mixing console that can also be
seamlessly integrated into the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK along with other D- 75N
consoles. Designed specifically for the broadcast industry, the D- 75N is intended for on- air and
production applications that demand a lot of function and performance. It's got all the
features you need: four stereo program busses, dual caller Superphone module, line selector
modules, control room and studio modules, plus additional az-cessory positions.
The D- 75N gives you the benefits of both standalone and networked architectures—the
console has both independent faders fcr " local sources" and six networked faders capable of
accessing designated sources and mixes throughout your system. Single CAT- 5cables connect
all studios to your central rackroom, eliminating the need for costly multi- pair wiring between
rooms and making installation and expansion fast and easy.
SHARE RESOURCES and MIXES from studio- to-studio or throughout your entire facility.
In addition to your networked consoles, you can also link up multiple IOC INPUT & OUTPUT
CENTERS and further expand your Audioarts network to accommodate existing and future
sources and format changes.
With the AUDIOARTS D75N and the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK there's a new easy
way to link your studios together— and still stay within budget. Visit our vvebsite and learn
more today!

AUDIOAR rs ENGINPFRINC-i
Copyright © 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation

sales@wheatstone.corn / Tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net

e

Condition
your

Signal
with the New Vorsis

HD- P3

A four- band parametric equalizer feeding athree- band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD- P3 includes avariable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs ( one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and asignal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled
by an ethernet protocol computer interface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

\
/\/flli:

Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
astandalone HD processor or arealtime DJ molitor feed— and
finally— a KILLER studio production tool.

's It Like?
"PERFORMANCE

WITH

OVERDRIVE"
Its

What's

adivision of Wheatstone

Next
Copyright

in

Processing

e2007 by

Wheatstone Corporation

